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                            Abstract 

   

  The present study attempts to examine the impact of civil war on the American 

society, as a whole and on oppressed minorities in particular by shading some light on 



social issues that occurred in the society during the second half of the 19'th  century. 

By examining the 19 century's events and transformations in Louisa May Alcott's 

Little women, the research clarifies how  the civil war affected American society, 

Literature, and Alcott   herself .The time period studied includes the expansion of 

poverty, the struggle of women positioning, and child labour. The thesis is based on 

two main theories,  first ,the feminism theory which is about equality between men 

and women, and the appreciation of women position , second, Realism throughout a 

sociological aspect, which is the post civil war literary movement, between 1865 and 

1900 , it emphasizes reality and comprehensive details . Throughout the analysis of 

little women, it is noticed that women lived a real struggle inside men dominated 

society in which they sacrificed to survive and get appreciated as important pillars in 

their society. 
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  During the 19 century , America saw many transformations in all domains ,  

 The Industrial Revolution, which reached the United States within the 19th century, 

profoundly reshaped American culture and had a big impact on subsequent global 

history. If the American War of Independence spurred the birth of a nation, the 

economic Revolution marked that nation’s growth into maturity. the economic 

Revolution altered all aspects of yankee life, from the economy to politics and 

therefore the fabric of society itself. 

  After the cessation of the South, the North was ready to secure control of  the 

north started by passing the protectionist policies that were hindered by the south. The 

Morrill Tariff of 1861, raised the import tariff rates to twenty higher on the average. 

The North always advocated for increased tariffs to shield their industries, against the 

southerners who relied on imports. 

  All American including African Americans were eligible for the grant and claim the 

US citizenship. Literature, as all the other domains, saw a great change and  a new 

era of literature began . First, "Realism"which appeared due to the radical changes in 

American society. The United States. developed from an agricultural to an industrial 

society and money started to make the world go round. But, along with 

industrialization and urbanization caused the loss of the community for the individual, 

especially in big cities and this development was of course to be seen in literature, 

too.  

  Feminist idea is the most important field inside sociology that shifts its assumptions, 

questioning lens, and topical focus  from the gentleman viewpoint and happening 

toward that of women. In burden so, feminist supposition shines a pale on community 

problems, trends, and issues that are if not overlooked or misidentified by the 

historically dominant gentleman perspective inside public theory. Many population 

incorrectly think that feminist scheme focuses exclusively on girls and women and 

that it has an inherent goal of promoting the superiority of women over men.   

 

  For this sake ,one of the brilliant and talented writers, Louisa May Alcott's Little 

women, an autobiographical novel ,which deals with the story of the March family 
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and their girls from their childhood .Louisa is considered as one of the most important 

and effective figures of the American literary scene,for her style , and using her voice 

to explore society issues، She had real-life experiences and memories – that would 

form her most beloved work, Little Women . 

  Analysing Little women throughout the feminist and sociological aspects gives the 

ability to understand the 1800's society and families.Alcott's novel was among the 

best novels that show and deal with the reality of America before , during , and after 

the civil war. 

  Women during the 19 century were just found to be a good house wife, they had to 

cook ,clean, and be likely to the children.  They were furthermore believed to train 

their daughters how to be polite housewives.  Women would mostly spread up, 

perceive married, and set out off to live with their husbands.  The character of 

women in Little Women is seen throughout the intact novel.   

  Realism,took place in the novel since it is produced after the civil war, the period of 

new movement, so Alcott dealt with real events in order to analyse the social issues 

that occurred at that time , and to give lessons throughout her novel. 

  Alcott's literature was elegant yet, heartbreaking and lasting at moments, and 

perfect for the period.It was hardheaded in, at the same time as the sister's 

personalities were intricately described throughout the novel book. It gives the 

impression of what it was like to be a natural family in the 1800's and subtly showed 

the feelings of all character. 

  Dealing with social issues throughout Little women, is such an important theme 

because it took place in the American literature in order to present, analyse and give 

lessons throughout the themes chosen, Women positioning, was a great issue because 

of the new norms in the 19 century's society . poverty in the other side was among the 

bad consequences of the civil war , which led to child labour in order to help their 

families finance , so that many American families lived the same conditions.The 

followings are the research questions on which the work was based:  

1.How did civil war affected  America ?  

2.How did Louisa may Alcott presented the social issues in her novel?  
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3.How did civil war affected Little women?  

  The following hypotheses are formulated to answer the research questions: 

1.Alcott employed the new transformations in her novel by presenting the main social 

issues,then in the end she solved them by giving lessons. 

2. Alcott exploits feminism and sociological aspects in order to analyse them  

3.Alcott was affected by the post civil war period and the new changement what 

pushed her to write .  

  This dissertation is structured into three chapters: historical,theoretical, and 

practical chapter.First , the first chapter deals with the historical background and 

consists of three parts, the first explores the 1800's America through the life 

style ,then the main events that transformed American society,the second ,presents the 

impact of civil war on America, then introducing the main social issues, the third part , 

deals with the influence of civil war on literature and on women literature. 

  The second chapter, the theoretical part , defines the theories, first by feminism 

theory, the main leaders of this theory, then finding feminism within Little women, 

after that comes the sociological theory by defining realism throughout the 

sociological aspect,then analysing the realistic aspect through the story  

  The third chapter deals with the story of Little women by introducing the summary 

of the plot , with describing its characters and mentioning the themes that Alcott 

talked about in her autobiographical novel, the second part of this chapter deals with 

the reasons behind writing this novel and how much did her real life influenced her to 

write, then in the end mentioning the lessons that can be driven from this novel . 
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   2. America during the late 1800's  

      2.2.1 American life style  

    2.2.2The main events that transformed American society 

       2.2.3 American literature 

   3. America and the civil war 

    3.1The impact of the  civil war on the society. 

    3.1.1 child labour  

    3.1.2 Family relations 
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1_Introduction 

  Throughout all the 19 century and specially after the civil war , America saw many 

events, that transformed the norms in all means of Life, which caused many 

consequences and social issues, literature also took  part of these transformations, 

this chapter is about how  civil war affected society and literature. 

2.America during the late 1800's   

2.1 American life style 

  The history of the United States during the 19 century,covers the reconstraction 

era,the Gilded age,and the progressive epoch .This era includes  the upward thrust of 

industrialization and the consequential pour of colonization in the United States. 

  This period had its impact on the North and consequently the West (but not the 

South) maxim the United States develop into the world's dominant economic, 
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industrial, and agricultural power. For all twelve-monthly revenue (after inflation) of 

non-farm human resources grew by 75% from 1865 to 1900, hence grew a different 

33% by 1918. 

  With a strong-minded victory in 1865 over Southern secessionists contained by the 

war, the United States became a united and energetic residents with the government. 

Renovation brought the pinnacle of officially recognized slavery as well as nationality 

for the earlier slaves, but their new-found following dominance was rolled ago 

contained by a decade, and that they became second-class citizens under a "Jim 

Crow" system of acutely omnipresent isolation that power stand for the next 80–90 

years. Politically, during the Third faction System and Fourth gathering System was 

more often than not dominated by Republicans (except for 2 self-governing 

presidents). After 1900 and therefore the elimination of head McKinley, the 

Progressive period brought political, business, and party reforms (e.g., new roles for 

and control development of education, rank for girls, a restriction of corporate 

excesses, and reconstruction of the numerous areas of government and society)  

  The Progressives worked through new middle-class organizations to clash against 

the corruption and behind-the-scenes intensity of entrenched, avow celebration 

organizations and big-city "machines". They demanded—and won—women's fitting 

to vote, and for that reason the on a national scale ban of alcohol 1920-1933. 

  In first-time wave of European immigration, 27.5 million new arrivals between 

1865 and 1918 provided the belabour center indispensable for the extension of 

conscientiousness and agriculture, additionally for the reason that the populace root 

for countless of fast-growing metropolitan America. 

  By the late lamented nineteenth century, the United States was converted into a 

come to one comprehensive built-up power, construction on new technologies , an 

escalating railroad network, and copious likely wealth like coal, timber, oil, and 

farmland, to commence the Second historic period. 

  There were in addition two principal wars. The United States without doubt 

defeated Spain in 1898, which unexpectedly brought a little empire. Cuba briefly was 

agreed independence, besides for the reason that the Philippines (in 1946). Puerto 
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Rico (and a number of minor islands) became enduring U.S. possessions, as did 

Alaska (added by acquisition in 1867). The free nation of Hawaii was annexed by the 

U.S. as a territory in 1898. 

  The United States tried and didn't negotiate freedom from strife defrayal for war I, 

in that case entered the war after Germany launched a marine war against U.S. 

business ships that were supplying Germany's opponent countries. The freely 

confirmed goals were to advocate American honor, crush German militarism, and 

reshape the postwar world. After a lingering mobilization, the U.S. helped motivate an 

earnest related air force victory by supplying gravely desirable financing, food, and 

countless original and eager soldiers. 

  The industrialized Revolution, which reached the United States. contained by the 

19th century, deeply reshaped American philosophy and had a significant bearing on 

consequent international history. If the American War of autonomy spurred the birth 

of a nation, the profitable Revolution perceptible that nation’s lump into maturity . the 

Industrial Revolution misrepresented altogether aspects of yankee life, from the cheap 

to politics and so the fabric of the populace itself. 

  Prior to the money-making Revolution, America possessed a predominantly 

agrarian budget and generated wealth through the trade of tobacco, and income like 

lumber, minerals, fur and fish. England, gorgeous in capital for the reason that of its 

grand acquisitions, benefited from a string of technological breakthroughs to suit the 

world’s head developed sway in the much-lamented 18th century. nonetheless an 

inhabit attempted to dominate their technology and skilled employment through 

legislation, industrialization increase throughout Europe and reached America. The 

Second technological revolution, which materialized something like between 1870 

and 1914, reputable the United States . as the world’s leading engineering power. 

  On the whole 19th century Americans lived in self-sustaining rural communities. 

the financially viable Revolution witnessed the evolution of huge metropolitan centers, 

like Boston and the adult apple City, and spurred a mammoth in-house migration of 

workers. the money-making Revolution besides stimulated the enhance of unqualified 

labor. before the 19th century, nearly everyone Americans not employed in crop 
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growing performed several somewhat skilled trade. the arrival of establishment 

construction detached the ought of apprenticeship for craftsmen and commoditized 

effort itself. the financially viable Revolution moreover shaped a bulky availability of 

despicable commodities, which engendered a consumer traditions that  noticeable 

the tip of the loads of rural Americans' continuation lifestyle. 

  The American technological revolution announced the arrival and market 

leadership of capitalism, a cost-effective opinion that Adam Smith theorized in 

“Wealth of states,” which elaborated upon in his vocation of art, “Capital.” The 

factories that sprang up in the technological revolution illustrated the capitalist tenet 

of wage labor, inside which human resources disavowed ownership of the funds of 

creation equally for an hourly wage. This handle concentrated wealth contained by the 

hands of industrialists, whose fortunes became fixed to the fluctuations of a consumer 

market. During the profitable Revolution, capitalist America, with its big people and 

infinite effortless resources, became an efficient juggernaut that took improvement of 

a giant home and intercontinental consumer market. 

  The following implications of the American technological revolution incorporated 

the proliferation of the United States. as a worldwide lucrative power, the clash 

between conventional urbanity and contemporary progress, and as a result the passage 

of labor-related legislation. The war represented a conflict between an agrarian society, 

which relied upon slave labor, and an industrialized league inside which rewarded 

employees fueled a consumer economy. The extension of the American saving had 

global repercussions, together with the notch of relations with Japan and spurred 

prompt defensive growth. built-up staff as well became a vocal biased class, and 

buoyant the passage of legislation like the 1938 trade event employees principles Act. 

2.2The main events that transformed the American society 

  1_Oct 31, 1820 

Susan B. Anthony 

Susan B. Anthony, who lived from 1820-1906, keen her soul to securing women's 

civil rights and fought for equality. She was looked down upon by as a rule of the 

gentleman citizens for the reason that they thinking women were lesser and didn't like 
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the truth that women were initial to set up for themselves. in the face of each and 

every one of that, Susan hard-pressed on and fought for her rights, as highly as the 

civil rights of completely other women. 

  2_Aug 4, 1829 

American, W.A. Burt invents a typewriter 

The invention of a typewriter obvously led to the invention of the computer, which 

eternally tainted the sense the humankind worked, spoke, and communicated. After 

the invention of the laptop as a consequence of the typewriter, other gear like new 

medicine, operations, travel, etc. were invented. appreciation to the invention of the 

typewriter, the globe keeps advancing and count on to it's abilities with the computer. 

  3_Jan 28, 1849 

California Gold Rush 

Over 300,000 populate immigrated to California from eastern United States to China 

and came to California, eager to move lush nippy by mining for gold.  

  4_Nov 1, 1861 

Beginning of Civil War 

When Lincoln was inaugerated, the South didn't aim an anti-slavery President, 

accordingly states from the South seceded to pressurize somebody into their 

acknowledge country, at a distance from the North, who supported Lincoln. Becusue 

of the country separating from each other, the Civil War began and lasted for four 

years. During that time, around 618,000 soldiers died for a initiate as marginal as race. 

  5_ Jun 28, 1866 

Alfred Nobel invents dynamite 

Alfred Nobel invents dynamite, which led to other explosives like the atom bomb. It 

enhanced excitement in construction with railroads, towns, bridges, etc., as blowing 

up specific areas clean the path for construction human resources to shaped it. 

Eventually, detonate curved into a course of warfare, and became extraordinarily 

harmful, for case while the Atom Bomb destoying Heroshima during WWII, 

thousands of relations as a product of the bomb 

  6_  May 29, 1879 
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The noiseless Bulb Invented 

Thomas Edison false the featherlike bulb, which misrepresented the world. It finished 

the streets and buildings and homes frothy up, which finished it easier for  the region 

of qualities to effort and precisely live. It as well fashioned the current electricity 

industry. near are several numerous forms of easy bulbs and sources of pastel now, 

credit to the devotion of Thomas Edison 

.3 _American Literature 

  American Literature begins with the verbally transmitted myths, legends, tales, and 

lyrics (always songs) of Indian cultures. at hand was no in print journalism amongst 

the Indian cultures. The most basic American writings were apprehensive openly with 

the daydream of a new world, and generally financial records of ground-breaking 

motives and settlements were published.Regional prose has for all time been central 

in the United States. Until the last part of the 19th century, American text was 

dominated by the installation of New Englanders, such as strand Mather. Sermons and 

holy tracts provided the most component of the writing. The Puritan delineation of 

high-quality marks was that which brought at your house a detailed awareness of the 

value of worshipping spirit and of the spiritual dangers that the soul faced. Puritan 

approach mottled enormously -- from neurosis metaphysical poetry to ugly journals 

and dutiful history. 

  The Romantic movement reached America around the year 1820. In America as in 

Europe, innovative new forethought electrified artistic and intellectual circles. still 

nearby was a main difference: optimism in America coincided with the stage of 

nationwide opening out and the discovery of a distinctive American voice. The 

solidification of a state individuality and the rising and falling impracticality and 

passion of idealism nurtured masterpieces by authors such as Ralph Waldo Emerson 

and Henry David Thoreau.In the second partly of the 19th century, the United States 

was transformed into a modern, manufacturing nation. As industrialization grew, 

consequently did alienation. Characteristic American novels of the period, for model 

by Stephen Gantry and Jack London, represent the smash up of lucrative military and 

division on the weak or vulnerable individual. Survivors, like grade Twain's Huck 
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Finn, Persist through intimate dilution linking kindness, flexibility, and, above all, 

individuality.Although American prose between the two globe Wars experimented 

with viewpoint and form, Americans such as Ernest Hemingway, wrote other 

realistically, on the whole, than did Europeans. William Faulkner arrays his athletic 

southern novels confidently in Mississippi leg and dust. The magnitude of facing truth 

became a dominant theme in the 1920s and 1930s: Writers such as F. Scott Fitzgerald 

over and over again portrayed the tragedy awaiting individuals who lives in poor 

dreams. 

  After the American Revolution, and increasingly after the War of 1812, American 

writers were exhorted to produce a prose that was truthfully native. As if in response, 

four authors of extraordinarily respectable status appeared. William Cullen Bryant, 

Washington Irving, James Fenimore Cooper, and Edgar Allan Poe initiated a notable 

partially century of literary development. 

 3_1American Literary periods:  

  The imposing and ahead of time resident era (17th century to 1830) 

The first European settlers of North America wrote about their experiences opening in 

the 1600s. This was the most basic American literature: practical, straightforward, 

repeatedly derivative of text in fantastic Britain, and listening carefully on the future. 

  In its most primitive days, during the 1600s, American copy consisted habitually of 

hands-on factual in black and white by British settlers who populated the colonies that 

would happen to the United States. 

  John Smith wrote histories of Virginia based on his experiences as an English 

surveyor and a head of the Jamestown Colony. These histories, available in 1608 and 

1624, are amongst the first mechanism of American literature.Nathaniel charge and 

John Winthrop wrote books on religion, a area of main item in imposing America.  

Anne Bradstreet’s The Tenth think Lately Sprung Up in America (1650) may be the 

initial album of poetry in black and white in and about America, even if it was 

available in England. 

  A new epoch began once the United States confirmed its autonomy in 1776, and a 

great deal new lettering addressed the country’s future. American poetry and fiction 
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were chiefly modeled on what was life form available overseas in horrendous Britain, 

and a great deal of what American readers consumed additionally what came from the 

British literature :  

  1_The Federalist credentials (1787–88), by Alexander Hamilton, James Madison, 

and John Jay, shaped the biased tendency of the United States.  

  2_Benjamin Franklin’s Autobiography, which he wrote during the 1770s and ’80s, 

told a quintessentially American excitement story. 

  3_Phillis Wheatley, an African female confined in Boston, wrote the paramount 

African American book, Poems on a choice of Subjects, devout and ethical (1773). 

Philip Freneau was a new notable rhymester of the era. 

  4_The initial American novel, The intensity of Sympathy by William prominence 

Brown, was available in 1789. Olaudah Equiano’s autobiography, The attractive 

Narrative (1789), was along with the most primitive slave narratives and a strong 

dispute for abolition. At the outset decades of the 19th century, a beyond doubt 

American copy began to emerge. however motionless resultant from British literary 

tradition, the abruptly stories and novels available from 1800 through the 1820s began 

to give a picture of American the populace and explore the American landscape in an 

exceptional manner. 

   

  5_Washington Irving available the compilation of squat stories and essays The 

Sketch reserve of Geoffrey Crayon, Gent. in 1819–20. It built-in “The Legend of quiet 

Hollow” and “Rip front Winkle,” two of the first American brusque stories. 

  James Fenimore Cooper wrote novels of adventure about the frontiersman beat up 

Bumppo. These novels, called the Leatherstocking Tales (1823–41), portrayed his 

experiences in the American backwoods in mutually realistic and kindly romanticized 

ways. 

  Romanticism is a way  of philosophy that takes  the original over the group, the 

subjective over the objective, and a person’s emotional incident over reason. It 

moreover principles the harshness of environment over human-made order. optimism 

as a worldview took grip in western Europe in the in the nick of time 18th century, 
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and American writers embraced it in the  advance 19th century 

3.2.Realism  and Naturalism (1870 to 1910)   

  The individual expenditure of the Civil War in the United States was immense: 

additional than 2.3 million soldiers fought in the war, and maybe as a lot of as 

851,000 intimates died in 1861–65. Walt Whitman claimed that “a serious journalism 

will…arise out of the period of individuals four years,” and come again? emerged in 

the next decades was a copy that existed a complete and unembellished eyesight of 

the humanity as it indeed was. This was the essence of realism. Naturalism was an 

intensified shape of realism. After the grim realities of a devastating war, they became 

writers’ essential style of expression. 

3.3 Characteristics of American Literature:  

  First, American literature reflects beliefs and traditions that roll up from the 

nation’s border line days. The open up ideals of self-reliance and independent status 

grow all over again and all over again in American writings. American authors took 

part in countless manner for the help and consequence of the individual. They lean to 

decline right and to stress democracy and the equality of people. They over and over 

again celebrate personality and a feeling of limitless space. 

  Second, American writers retain for eternity had a brawny bias to top with literary 

tradition and to fall upon out their ownn directions. Writers of other counties appear to 

absorb their native literary traditions. But numerous American authors engage in old 

the deep-rooted in requisition to build amazing new . 

  Third, a lively mark of wit runs through American journalism from first period to 

the present. In numerous casesArticle Submission, a dash of brackish hilarity saves a 

severe theme from seemly as well sentimental. American absurdity tends to be 

exaggerated significantly than subtle. It reflects the people’s power to laugh at 

themselves steady during the nearly everyone hard times. 

4_The impact of the civil war on society 

  After the cessation of the south, the north was ready to secure control of the 

centralized. The North started by passing the protectionist policies that were hindered 

by the south. The Morrill Tariff of 1861, raised the import tariff rates to twenty higher 
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on the average. The north always advocated for increased tariffs to shield their 

industries, against the southerners who relied on imports. 

  The Pacific Railroad Acts 1862 and 1864 were passed to boost funds for the 

development of the transcontinental railroad. The Morrill grant Act 8162 was also 

passed awarding 30,000 acres of land for agriculture and mechanics colleges for the 

states left within the Union. The commercial bank Act 1863 laid out the principles of 

banking was also passed still because the Homestead Act 1862 . The Homestead Act 

provided 160 acres of land within the west, at a subsidised rate for five years and 

ownership confirmed after. All American including African Americans were eligible 

for the grant provided they'd decide on the realm and claim the US citizenship. 

  The construction of the railroad facilitated a connection between the north and also 

the midwestern region, until 1866 when the south also joined the national line. 

  The war was mostly fought within the south. Therefore, there was minimal 

interference with the industries and also the economy of the northeastern and 

midwestern states. thanks to the preceding, the north became an industrial giant. After 

the war, many northern supported the civil rights of African Americans enabling their 

participation in political spaces. for example, Hiram Rhodes an African Americans of 

Mississippi took over Davis seat. 

  The thirteenth, fourteenth and fifteenth constitutional amendments were passed 

between 1865 – 1870. The amendment eliminated slavery, affirmed the citizenship of 

the African Americans and further provided constitutional protection for universal 

male suffrage. 

  The northerners also took control of the reconstruction, vetoing several Johnsons 

decisions. Congress organised the previous Confederacy into five districts and placed 

it under social control. 

  The House of Representatives impeached President Johnson 1868, who was later 

acquitted by the Senate .After the war, the village, cities and towns within the south 

were utterly destroyed. Further, the Confederate bonds and currencies became 

worthless. All the banks within the south collapsed, and there was an economic 

depression within the south with deepened inequalities between the north and 
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south.2.3 million slaves were free with equal status with former slave owners. The 

south was also forced to reconstruct its labour system, that was previously captivated 

with slaves. There was poverty, with decreased production cash crops like Cotton and 

Tobacco until 1879. 

  The plantation system was also destroyed and, in its place, the sharecropping 

system was introduced. Through sharecropping, landowners would lease out their 

lands to tenants for a share of the crops produced. 

  The KKK emerged to safeguard racism just immediately after the war and punish 

any style of black excellence. There was radical prejudice against the black, and after 

the Enforcement Acts of the reconstruction era, the black codes, and also the Jim crow 

laws were introduced. The effect of this legislation was to supply a legal basis for 

segregation. 

  The Freedman’s Bureau of 1865 supported the combination of the African 

Americans into society as freemen. This enabled blacks to access education and take 

pleasure . 

  The United States economy rapidly grew because of the protectionist tariffs. The 

North and midwestern regions more quickly than the south. The railroad connected 

the commercial north to the agricultural and plains within the west. 

  The railroad mileage doubled between 1865 and 1873 and further increased by an 

extra 50% between 1873 and 1881. Freight increased from 2.16 billion per mile to 

7.48 and 16.06 billion in 1865, 1873 and 1881. 

The mining industry blossomed, with iron and steel taking the lead. The industry, for 

example, produced 19,643 tons in 1867, to 198,796 tons in 1873 . The cycle of 

prosperity within the north and west meant that they were able to attract immigrants 

which spurred the development of housing and infrastructure. 

  The economic expansion during the 1800's was reflected in changes in American 

society. The changes were most evident within the northern states, where the 

combined effects of the transportation revolution, urbanization, and therefore the rise 

of producing were keenly felt. within the northern cities, a small, wealthy percentage 

of the population controlled an outsized segment of the economy, while the working 
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poor, whose numbers swelled by large‐scale immigration, owned little or nothing. 

Despite the “rags‐to‐riches” stories that were popular during the amount, wealth 

remained concentrated within the hands of these who already had it. Opportunities for 

social mobility were limited, although income was rising. Certainly there have been 

craftsmen who entered the center class by becoming factory managers or perhaps 

owners, but many skilled workers found themselves as permanent wage earners with 

little hope for advancement, that what lead for many social issues at that time . 

4_1Child labor 

  Children struggling for 12 hours each day on their feet in hot crowded mills, or 

climbing down into dangerous dusty mines out West. These are images that became 

rare in modern-day America, but were once common. It took reformers decades to 

induce legislation passed at the state and national level to eliminate child labor 

  The rise of kid labor within the United States began within the late 1700s and early 

1800s. When the economic Revolution started, many families had to seek out 

someone to figure or they would not survive. When European immigrants came they 

weren't strangers to labor. once they came they brought opinions or values that said 

that children should work. That's when children really started working. Many families 

moved from rural areas to cities newly industrialized. When it all started it went 

widespread and nobody became concerned when the youngsters didn't even get a 

modest education. By 1900, 2 million children were working so their families could 

survive. 

  With the knowledge that children worked in factories, mines, and other jobs . a 

traditional day for these abused children was anywhere from 12 to 19 hours every day. 

most youngsters don't even head to school for 7 hours. a mean day of labor for adults 

is around 10 hours. These sons and daughters worked 6 days per week, all year long. 

Kids today only head to school for five days. Then the extremely low wages were 

only a fraction of what adults got, if they got to pay the least bit . They even tried to 

justify giving orphans nothing by saying that they provided clothing, shelter, and food. 

These "necessities" were never given to the orphans. All the time children were 

exhausted and hungry after these long hours..  
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  If the hours and also the pay weren't bad enough the overseers would be especially 

cruel. Many children who were too small to succeed in the machines they were made 

textile assistants. These workers often abused the kids verbally and physically. When 

the kids were late they'd to run up and down aisles within the factory  and hour with 

a significant weight hanging on their neck. This punishment was said to create others 

"take example". they might usually find yourself with serious injuries to the neck and 

back. Sometimes boys were dragged out of bed and sent to figure naked with their 

clothes to be placed on at work in order that they would not be even a moment late. 

Since sons and daughters couldn't continue with this pace they were constantly hit 

with straps and dipped head first into a cistern of water head first, in order that they 

wouldn't be drowsy on the duty. Even orphans who were potential runaways were 

made to wear irons in order that they couldn't run. These tortures were very cruel and 

strange bur most of the people unskilled person about how their safety was neglected  

4_2 Women positioning struggle 

  During the first 1800's women were stuck within the Cult of Domesticity. Women 

had been issued roles because  the moral keepers for societies yet because the 

nonworking house-wives for families . Also, women were considered incapable  

their male companions legally and socially. However, women’s efforts during the 

1800’s were effective in challenging traditional intellectual, social, economical, and 

political attitudes  a few women’s place in society.  

  Women have always been considered as being created to represent the shadow of 

men. Their tasks were rooted within the home; consequently, they were bereft of the 

right to be assimilated to the general public arena, like serving within the government. 

Until nowadays, women still suffer from male oppression and subjection. Men have 

always been recognized to be the representatives of their families; they need the 

correct to exercise their despotic power on their objects, the correct to carry important 

places like political officials, judges, ministers and business leaders. These masculine 

advantages have given rise to the awakening of a feminist consciousness whose 

motives were the necessity to correct and discuss gender inequality. Indeed, 

throughout their lives, women have always been gendered. The ideology of the 17th 
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and 18th centuries of subordinating women was intensified during the 19th century 

with the birth of the economic revolution. Public work was forbidden to women. That 

fact paved the job separation between the 2 sexes. Men were identified as being active, 

moral and rational and domineering, whereas women were viewed as being naturally 

inferior to men, subordinate, immoral and irrational. 

  During the 19th century, women were treated as second class citizens though they 

were setting out to gain admission to schools. They were forbidden medical and legal 

professions. those who were married were forced to allow up their rights, including 

the right to property. The 19th century was also marked by the birth of various reform 

movements, just like the crusade. So, since women couldn't get the right to divorce, 

they generally ran aloof from their households once they were beaten. Women were 

demanding rights to require part in several fields moreover as reform industry and 

contraception too. 

4_.3 Poverty 

  Poverty , mainly in period of acute groceries shortages, were main challenges 

facing Virginia and ally powers that were during the American Civil War (1861–1865). 

At first, nearly all Confederates were certain that appetite would not be a difficult for 

their nation. Southern farms and black slaves were predictable to produce ample 

quantities of chow period colorless men fought to acquire independence. The reality, 

however, was totally different. The misery of soldiers' families and the inferior 

curriculum in cities resulted in a bread riot in the affiliated money at Richmond, 

stimulated AWOL from the army, and threatened the intact war effort. Governments at 

the local, state, and central concentration responded with record labors to rein in 

prices, amount provisions, and comfort suffering, and nonetheless neither the ally 

command nor the Virginia affirm regime started a style to secure in force action 

against inflation, speculation, or extortion. Frank relief, free markets, city-sponsored 

stores, and other innovative procedures came into being. Nevertheless, these labors 

proved inadequate, and the same opinion of individual needy on contributions was 

unsatisfactory to the yeoman class. Consequently, the tribulations of poverty fatally 

damaged the war sweat in Virginia and throughout the Confederacy. 
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 5_The impact of the civil war on literature 

  After the American Civil War, a new era of literature began: Realism. This was due 

to the radical changes in American society. The U.S. developed from an agricultural to 

an industrial society and money started to make the world go round. But along with 

industrialization and urbanization there came alienation the loss of the community for 

the individual, especially in big cities and this development was of course to be seen 

in literature, too. “Now one scholar has come up with a new angle on this very old 

problem. In “From Battlefields Rising: How the Civil War Transformed American 

Literature,” Randall Fuller reminds us that the 1860s featured as talented a cohort of 

American writers as any decade could ask for — authors now known and loved by 

only their last names: Whitman, Emerson, Hawthorne, Dickinson, and 

Melville .Fuller carefully details how these writers experienced the war in their daily 

routines, their family lives, and their interlocking friendships. What this group portrait 

reveals is that, while the Civil War may not have led to any lasting works of literature, 

it had a profound impact on the most important writers of its era. The war changed 

what they believed and how they wrote. After the shots at Fort Sumter, the North 

came quickly and patriotically together — “flush’d in the face,” in Whitman’s words, 

“and all its veins fiercely pulsing and pounding.” But Fuller suggests that Whitman 

and his literary cohort soon became uncomfortable with this kind of certainty, even 

though they'd played a large part in putting that certainty into place  

  America’s first generation of great writers began experimenting with new literary 

forms, and began questioning their most dogmatic assumptions about the morality and 

effects of war.” As the scholar Richard Slotkin has noted, survey classes were 

organized chronologically, and the Civil War functioned as dividing line between the 

first and second part. Fall classes generally focused on the great literature written 

during the socalled “American Renaissance” of the 1850s by Walt Whitman, 

Nathaniel Hawthorne, Henry David Thoreau and Herman Melville, while spring 

classes examined literary movements, like realism and modernism, which grew out of 

the Civil War. Even as the curriculum changed in the 1980s to incorporate more 

women and minority writers, the war years remained absent. This gap is not easy to 
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fill: what counts as Civil War literature remains an open question. 

  Must an author have had combat experience for his work to count as Civil War 

literature? None of the major canonical American authors were centrally engaged in 

the Civil War’s military action, leading the critic Daniel Aaron to refer to it in 1973 as 

“The Unwritten War.” Yet the war loomed large in American authors’ imagination. 

Whitman recorded his encounters with wounded soldiers in “Specimen Days.” 

Drawing on newspaper and magazine accounts of the war action, Melville composed 

“Battle Pieces and Aspects of the War.” This list grows significantly if we include 

Southern writers like William Gilmore Simms or James R. Randall, and grapple with 

the task of reading poetry meant to boost the Southern cause.  

 

  The picture becomes even more complicated when  considering women writers. 

Mary Chesnutt elevated diary writing to an art form when she recorded and eventually 

published her memories of the war. Louisa May Alcott fictionalized her nursing 

experiences in “Hospital Sketches.” Emily Dickinson’s most productive years fall into 

the early 1860s, and her seeming isolation in Amherst, Mass., belies, so the literary 

scholar Shira Wolosky argues, her poetry’s deep engagement with the war. And while 

African-American writers often did not have the same access to writing that their 

white contemporaries enjoyed, newspapers like "The Big Apple"anglo-African 

provided important commentary on the political landscape alongside poetry and 

fiction. That discovery will require us to set aside our expectations that Civil War 

literature should tell us in realistic terms about the devastations of the war. The 

unrealistic nature of this literature is a failure by our standards; for 19th-century 

readers, it was a mark of its success. As the historian Drew 521 Gilpin Faust shows in 

“This Republic of Suffering,” literatureprovided  solace ;fiction  offered  meaning  

to  otherwise incomprehensible  facts.  As  the  manner  of  death  changed 

during  the  Civil  War,  and  soldiers  died  far  from  their  homes and  

loved  ones,  stories  that  tied  the  horrors  of  the  war  to  the comforts  

of  the  hearth  helped  people  cope  with  their  losses 

  Diaries and first-person narratives came aplenty from the warfare. The war, in 
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uprooting the social order, also gave women a more proper eminence. And indeed a 

number of the best memoirs and diaries were written by women during the 19 century. 

  Mary Chesnut was a class woman of Southern plantation society. She was deeply at 

home with the attitudes and ethos of her eroding milieu. She gives us a close 

perspective as both an insider and closeted-abolitionist. She too witnessed key parts of 

war, and witnessed a number of the primary shots fired at Fort Sumter. For her 

perspective and sensitivity, she is taken into account by some scholars to be the best 

Confederate writer. 

  Some of the foremost dramatic narratives of the time come from the likes of female 

spies. Belle Boyd wrote her memoir, Bell Boyd in Camp and Prison, about her various 

missions and perils of the war. After the dust settled, she even enjoyed a lucrative 

lecture tour, within which she recounted her experience as a detective within the 

country’s most fatal conflict. 

  On the Union side, Sarah Emma Edmonds’ memoir, the feminine Spy of the Union 

Army: The thrilling adventures, experiences and escapes of a lady as nurse spy, and 

scout, in hospitals, camps, and battle-fields, proves a zany account of wartime activity. 

In one instance, she goes to a house in Confederate Virginia to choose up fruit and 

provisions, only to have interaction in a very shootout with the grocery woman, with 

whom she becomes an unlikely friend. Edmonds also impersonated a Negro to sneak 

across Confederate lines. Extreme times, we find, have given us strange stories 

 5_1.The impact of civil war on women literature: 

  Earlier to the 1850’s, women had insufficiently pressure in the literary sphere. 

“Women writers were stereotyped as existence brainy, selfish, unladylike, and 

unattractive,” exit the job to the “more capable” men of the time"(Harper.R,247)These 

men, afraid of competition, loudly criticized any female who tried to disturb on their 

livelihood. Thus, they emotionally involved insignificant attach importance to to 

female literary products, claiming the shortcoming to be the findings of “their 

hypothetical deficiencies as women.”(Harper.R,247)This prepared it tremendously 

hard for women to issue exertion in a literary sphere dominated by chap publishers. 

  This outlook of women the complete changed, however, in the mid-nineteenth 
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century – or added specifically, 1862 – as “women’s literacy tax [began to] 

soar.”(Harper.R,247) Soon, with the emerge of the civil war, “women completed up 

not quite partially of the complete writers of prevalent copy in the 

country.”(Harper.R,248)This flow fashioned a wealth of new background for 

academic audiences, immensely intensifying women chipping in in literature. 

  As women writers became extra commonplace, therefore did their emergence in a 

integer of special fields of literary work.  Their growth ranged from full-length 

novels to diaries, scattering their opinions to an diverse consultation of readers.One of 

all theme through completely these pieces of work, however, was the conversation on 

the implications of the civil war. It became the goal of these literary women to rapid 

their opinions on document in the hopes of “shap[ing] the path their respective 

homeland viewed its mission.”(Harper.R,247) 

  Two highest themes she stressed throughout her story were the impression of loss 

and the outcome it has on a families moral. 

  Davis wrote death to be virtually synonymous with the war; any point out of the 

war was approximately instantly surrounded by reference of the  “wounded soldiers” 

or the calamity brought upon relatives of the diseased.(David.G,102) Time and time 

again, the character’s set up themselves incapable to flow the “winter’s night,” which 

serves as a image for “death, [and] war” throughout the story.(David.G,65)level the 

central individual of the story was an forthright abolitionist, who “knows her kingdom 

will before long be free.”(David.G,102) Davis too employs an extra other 

subconscious tactic to promote the Union cause, on the outside discussing the 

meaning of contest equality. In David emaciated especially, Davis portrayed “her 

African-American lettering as self-sufficient individuals.(Harper.R,98) 

  Harriet Beecher Stowe has been hailed one the largely influential of these female 

novelists. Stowe worked to pass the right’s of women and slaves to featherlike during 

the noisy mid-nineteenth century. She was firm to engender a feeling of her readers 

value “that slavery was the all-important arise for the residents to 

address.”(Harper.R,354)her novel Uncle Tom’s passenger accommodation – even if 

not available in 1862 – became one of the key forceful armed forces behind the 
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formation of the Civil War. Uncle Tom’s compartment “helped congeal Northerners’ 

ill feeling toward slavery by portraying the behavior in which slaveholders robbed 

their slaves of their humanity.”(Harper.R,354) It became an instantaneous superlative 

retailer amid abolitionists, at the same time as all together enraging the grouping to 

the lip of war.  In 1862, Stowe deviated from this anti-confederate pounce on 

momentarily and transitioned to any more imperative question of the time, women’s 

rights. Her novel The prize of Orrs Island", buoyant readers to “realize the customs in 

which citizens restricts women’s opportunities.Being a female writer, Stowe would 

enclose been okay au fait with these gathering injustices, and an practiced in the 

return of being paid around them 

  Louisa May Alcott’s diary from her six weeks as a military nurse does in the past 

few minutes that; it paints a dramatic illustration of the remedial wards, allowing 

readers to see in your mind's eye tending to patients with her. She recognized every 

case, action, reaction, and emotion she had although at the Union inn hospice in 

Washington, DC.She followed by compiled and historically-fictionalized these 

memories into a full-length novel to enhance extent to the story and cause somebody 

to it entertaining for her audience. The novel, infirmary Sketches, became a 

commonly cited complaint of health action during the war. 

  Much of the debate concerning the Civil War revolves around the violence and 

mess of the battles. not capable to participate in the fighting, women unsaid the a 

lesser amount of physically mutilating part of writers. They became an “established, 

influential cogency in the nation’s literary marketplace,” on condition that newspapers 

and magazines with a steady torrent of motivational and didactic writing.(247) In 

addition, amidst the rebuilding connected with the Civil War, women conclusively 

were clever to confront their concede come forth of inequality. Indomitable to 

overcome the obstacles facing women of their time, these women writers highlighted 

“all the customs in which women were contributing to the war effort.”(247)Through 

this following tactic, women effectively “dominated” the literary sphere for the to 

begin with time in history in 1862.(247)This swell confident the country to be familiar 

with women as accomplished individuals, bright to be a factor to club as men’s equal. 
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6_Conclusion  
  Civil war had many effects on all domains, it caused new 

transformations, and social issues :poverty, child labour, and women positioning 

struggle.  
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1_Introduction  

Feminism is a philosophical and social thought that believes in equality between men 

and women , this believe emerged during the 19 century which formed a whole 

movement 

Realism , a post civil war movement that also emerged during the second half of the 

19 century  it emphasizes on reality and opposes romanticism 

 2 . Feminism  

  Feminism, the belief in social, economic, and supporting equality of the sexes. even 

though in principal originating in the West, feminism is manifested worldwide and is 
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represented by a mixture of institutions committed to interest on behalf of women’s 

civil rights and interests. 

  Feminist idea is the most important field inside sociology that shifts its assumptions, 

questioning lens, and topical focus  from the gentleman viewpoint and happening 

toward that of women.In burden so, feminist supposition shines a pale on community 

problems, trends, and issues that are if not overlooked or misidentified by the 

historically dominant gentleman perspective inside public theory.   Many population 

incorrectly think that feminist scheme focuses exclusively on girls and women and 

that it has an inherent goal of promoting the superiority of women over men.   

  In reality, feminist supposition has every time been about viewing the gathering 

globe in a mode that illuminates the armed forces that form and collaboration  

inequality, oppression, and injustice, and in liability so, promotes the pursuit of 

equality and justice. 

  That said, since the experiences and perspectives of women and girls were 

historically barred for days from common model and science, greatly feminist 

philosophy has all ears on their interactions and experiences in citizens to make 

certain that partially the world's populace is not gone out of how we give it some 

thought and cotton on community forces, relations, and problems. 

  Despite the fact that nearly everyone feminist theorists throughout history  been 

women, nation of every one genders be able to be create operational in the obedience 

today. By shifting the focus of party premise absent from the perspectives and 

experiences of men, feminist theorists enjoy produced theories that are other inclusive 

and creative than individuals who take upon yourself the action all time be a man. 

  What makes feminist scheme creative and inclusive is that it over and over again 

considers how systems of authority and oppression interact, which is to disclose it 

does not a short time ago focus on gendered capacity and oppression, but on how this 

force meet with complete racism, a hierarchical caste system, sexuality, nationality, 

and (dis)ability, amongst other things. 

approximately feminist conjecture provides an questioning framework for contract 

how women's scene in and happening of group situations hold opposing views from 
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men's 

  For example, cultural feminists glare at the sundry ethics linked with adulthood and 

femaleness as a incentive for why men and women knowledge the public planet 

differently. Other feminist theorists consider that the unusual roles assigned to women 

and men in institutions beat put in plain words gender differences, as well as the 

sexual group of employees in the household. 

  Existential and phenomenological feminists focus on how women come up with 

been marginalized and definite as “other” in patriarchal societies. round about 

feminist theorists focus explicitly on how maleness is residential through socialization, 

and how its education interacts with the manage of emergent femaleness in girls. 

  Feminist theories that focus on gender inequality understand that women's locality 

in and come across of shared situations are not just diverse but plus disproportionate 

to men's. 

  Liberal feminists quarrel that women comprise the equal role as men for meaning 

reasoning and agency, but that patriarchy, on the whole the sexist divide of labor, has 

historically denied women the break to articulate and exercise this reasoning. 

  These dynamics do to shove women into the classified sphere of the household and 

to be exclusive of them from chock-a-block contribution in open life. Liberal 

feminists intention out that gender inequality exists for women in a heterosexual 

marriage ceremony and that women prepare not profit from human being married. 

  Many people called the nineteenth century “The Woman’s Century.” surely it is 

stanch that near were dramatic changes in the importance and civil rights of women 

between the 1790s and 1900, forewarning similar larger changes in the twentieth 

century. generally individuals who are involved in the subject at every part of grasp a 

not enough about the women’s suffrage development and its fifty-two-year fray to 

amend the Constitution accordingly that fair women might vote. (Other women had to 

stop a further forty years.) But period suffrage was an imperative branch of the bigger 

pressure group for women’s rights, it was simply a part. The 300 or as a result women 

and men who came to Seneca cataract in 1848 drop a a lot wider channel than 

suffrage as they audaciously confirmed that men and women were formed equal, and 
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that the history of mankind “is a history of repeat injuring and usurpation on the part 

of men toward women"(Falls Seneca, p2) 

  Before this may possibly happen, nearly women had had to meditate and inscribe 

about their admit condition. We bear no initiative how scores of women had 

protracted wondered why they were curtail off from countless of the constitutional 

rights and privileges that men enjoyed, but the elementary systematic struggle to 

circulate an assay of women’s circumstances came in the 1790s in a chain of articles 

and books in black and white by a Massachusetts woman, Judith Sargent Murray 

(1751–1820). Like a lot of of her successors, Murray had comprehend Mary 

Wollstonecraft’s acquittal of the civil liberties of Women (1792) and had bring into 

being herself in energetic contract with its middle argument, which was that pardon? 

had therefore sustained been perceived as women’s mediocre aptitude was not 

impressive inborn, but was a answer of women’s be short of of education. 

  The subsequently suggestion on  would quickly be called “the female question” 

came from any more New Englander, Hannah Mather Crocker (1752–1829), offspring 

of the celebrated Mathers, who had comprehend equally Wollstonecraft and Murray, 

and who in 1818 available her private a bit tedious treatise, Observations on the actual 

civil rights of Women. She, too, stressed another time the impression that until women 

had match didactic opportunity, near may perhaps be no root for judging their minds 

to be a lesser amount of adept than folks of men. 

  An other systematic psychotherapy of women’s condition, additionally influenced 

by Wollstonecraft, came from the compound of Sarah Grimké (1792–1873). Grimké, 

who had been natural into a Charleston, South Carolina, slaveholding family, original 

became noticeable in the anti-slavery movement, everyplace her locale inescapable 

that her disagreement to slavery accepted picky weight. Her in the beginning 

declaration about women, in inscription on the Equality of the Sexes, came in 1838. 

The clarity of her conversation corroborated her father’s remark that if she had been a 

operate she would come up with been a utter jurist. It is refreshing to comprehend her 

spare, well-argued prose after Crocker’s tedious discourse. Grimké begins by 

aphorism that she procedure to ,and she proceeds to show how something works that 
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the parts of the Bible second-hand to restrain women minion had been mistranslated 

by a chap committee. 

  Her colleague and counselor Lucretia Mott wrote presently that Grimké had look at 

and all the rage Wollstonecraft; however, it is potential that Grimké hesitated to be 

openly identified with Wollstonecraft after William Godwin available his log and told 

the humanity of Wollstonecraft’s out-of-wedlock child. This revelation enabled critics 

of Wollstonecraft’s views about women to move up a tint and cry, fervently asserting 

that she was not to be full as any replica for American women. 

  Like Grimké, Lucretia Mott (1793–1880) was particularly vigorous in the 

anti-slavery movement, and she was too operating in the midst of the Hicksite 

Quakers. in advance on, she began to comprehend and reason about women, and 

dissimilar Grimké, she openly in style Wollstonecraft. In 1840, attendance the planet 

Anti-Slavery contract in London, she met Elizabeth Cady Stanton, a bride on her 

honeymoon, and they had a lot of extensive talks. (When Stanton came inland a name 

asked her could you repeat that? she had seen in London. Her reaction was “Lucretia 

Mott.” It had been a transforming transforming for her.) Mott took position in shaping 

the Seneca cataract Convention, and was a chief quantity in the movement. She 

believed—and in her identifiable kick exemplified the belief—that a female may 

possibly live in the worlds of mutually activism and domesticity. 

  No inhibition about scandal held in reserve Margaret Fuller (1810–1850) from 

declaring duty to Wollstonecraft in female in the Nineteenth Century (1845). even if 

Fuller’s manuscript is casually in black and white and crammed with extraneous 

material, and then awfully grueling to read, her palpable passion for the object that 

women must be free to mature effusive whatsoever talents they possessed had highly 

seasoned appeal. Fuller herself ranged extensively in her interests. In Notable 

American Women, vol.1, she is called author, critic, teacher, and feminist. She was 

altogether these possessions and was renowned by the Transcendentalist philosophers 

as one of their own. They chose her to alter The Dial, the Transcendentalist journal. 

She grew in a hurry in intellectual stature, and in attendance is no revealing pardon? 

she power engage in befall had she lived beyond her forty-first year. As it was, she 
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was fashionable for her astuteness and energy of thought. Elizabeth Cady Stanton 

(1815–1902), like Mott, mutual family kick with a great deal oral and in print 

conversation of women’s status. Stanton was one of individuals dwell in who is 

sensibly for certain that the time-honored outlook on any subject is wrong. She raised 

seven brood and in the administer urban forward-looking and controversial theories of 

newborn rearing. She helped end in about the Seneca cataract settlement and shocked 

regular Mott as she insisted on as well as a give a call for the ballot. in the beginning 

to promote the basis of women and in a while to aid recompense for the edification of 

her children, she spine every part of over the country to fat audiences; after apiece 

criticize she insisted on privileged meetings for women only. She wrote speeches for 

Susan B. Anthony, took segment in compiling the primarily informant charge for 

American women’s supporting history, condensed and available The Woman’s Bible 

to get into the Bible friendlier to women, and in an essay called “The loneliness of 

Self,” industrial her have possession of viewpoint of womanhood. As lingering as 

Mott lived, the correspondence that she and Stanton held in reserve up constant to 

explore the causes of women’s repression. 

  Even if the work  of Charlotte Perkins Gilman (1860–1935) complete thriving into 

the twentieth century, no dialogue of nineteenth-century feminists canister ignore this 

writer and thinker. Gilman’s Women and Economics (1898) completed a fanatical 

defense for women’s profitable objectivity as the source for entirely enhancement in 

their condition. Gilman was a composite female of remarkable aptitude and 

self-reliant concept who would give flourished in the late-night twentieth century. As 

it was, she was a large amount in requirement as a lecturer and prevalent author. 

  There were lots of other nineteenth-century American women talking, thinking, and 

now and then journalism as they grappled with society’s common view that women 

must be inferior to men, but the seven women discussed at this point raised generally 

of the major influence that provided the sustaining for changes in edict and custom 

that were in evidence in their concede time and that accelerated in the after that 

century. For any person fascinated in the history of American women, in attendance is 

no alternate for appraisal come again? these seven women had to state in their 
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identifiable terms and sensing the well-hidden concern that folks language 

represented. 

2.2Famous feminist theorists in America during 1800's  

  ADAMS, HENRY (1838-1918). journalist and autobiographer, person behind of 

The instruction of Henry Adams, implant of the famed Adams family. 

  ALCOTT, LOUISA MAY (1832-1888). female author and story writer, origin of 

barely Women and several sensationalist-type novels on paper for money. 

  BRYANT, WILLIAM CULLEN (1794-1878). New England-born character poet, 

creator of the poems "Thanatopsis" and "To a Water-fowl," and long-time editor of the 

New York Evening Post. 

  CHILD, LYDIA MARIA (1802-1880). eager abolitionist and near the beginning 

feminist, she was a doing well person responsible of fiction, non-fiction, and for 

children books throughout her life. 

  CHOPIN, KATE (1850-1904). American female author and story writer, biographer 

of The Awakening; allied with neighborhood affect writing, New Orleans, and stories 

about women's lives. 

  COOPER, JAMES FENIMORE (1789-1851). productive and common American 

novelist, creator of the Leatherstocking Tales. 

  CRANE, STEPHEN (1871-1900). American instigator of realistic novels and 

stories, most excellent common for the Civil War novel The cherry Badge of Courage. 

  DANA, RICHARD HENRY (1815-1882). Harvard scholar who wrote about his 

experiences as a everyday seaman in the accepted and influential Two existence 

Before the flagstaff (1840). 

  DICKINSON, EMILY (1830-1886). A soaring illustration in American poetry, a 

female who lived gently altogether her kick in Amherst, Mass. 

  DOUGLASS, FREDERICK (1818-1895). An African American instinctive a slave, 

a writer, journalist, autobiographer, contest leader, abolitionist. cause of Narrative of 

the energy of Frederick Douglass, an American Slave. 

  DUNBAR, PAUL LAURENCE (1872-1906). Nineteenth-century African 

American poet, measured the head significant Black versifier in America. 
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  EMERSON, RALPH WALDO (1803-1882). most important American essayist, 

speaker, and poet. Unitarian and transcendentalist, linked with Boston. 

  FIRESIDE POETS. A bracket together of all the rage American poets allied with 

19th-century New England and the Boston publisher Ticknor & Fields: Henry 

Wadsworth Longfellow, John Greenleaf Whittier, Oliver Wendell Holmes, James 

Russell Lowell, William Cullen Bryant. 

FULLER, MARGARET (1810-1850). female writer and intellectual from New 

England, comrade of Emerson, before time feminist, dramatist of female in the 

Nineteenth Century. 

  GILMAN, CHARLOTTE PERKINS (1860-1935). American female feminist and 

novelist, person behind of The fair Wallpaper. 

HARRIS, JOEL CHANDLER (1848-1908). fair southern journalist who shaped folk 

tales about African American slaves in the pre-Civil War south, dramatist of the Uncle 

Remus tales. 

  Hawthorne, Nathaniel (1804-1864). complete American author and story writer, 

allied with New England, America's Puritan heritage, origin of The Scarlet Letter. 

  HOLMES, OLIVER WENDELL, SR. (1809-1894). Poet, essayist, physician, 

educator, and dean of the Harvard health School. creator of the prose progression 

"The dictator of the Breakfast Table" and the poems "Old Ironsides" and "The 

Chambered Nautilus." as well celebrated as Dr. Holmes, for the reason that he was an 

M.D.; not to be bewildered with his oldest son, Oliver Wendell Holmes Jr. 

(1841-1935), who became Chief fairness of the U.S. Supreme Court. 

  HOWELLS, WILLIAM DEAN (1837-1920). American author and influential critic 

of wide-ranging taste, editor of the Atlantic Monthly 1871-1881. 

IRVING, WASHINGTON (1783-1859). the first part of practiced writer in America, 

connected with New York, person behind of split front line Winkle. 

  JAMES, HENRY (1843-1916). most important late-nineteenth-century and 

early-twentieth-century author and story writer, American-born, who lived and wrote 

primarily in England, "the writer's writer." 

  JEWETT, SARAH ORNE (1849-1909). American female author and petite story 
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writer from Maine. 

  JOHNSON, JAMES WELDON (1871-1938). African American versifier and writer, 

person behind of The Autobiography of an Ex-Colored Man. 

  LONDON, JACK (1876-1916). novelist of adventure novels, unsurpassed 

established for The beckon of the Wild, connected with San Francisco. 

  LONGFELLOW, HENRY WADSWORTH (1807-1882). American versifier who 

lived in Cambridge, Mass., dramatist of the stretched poems Evangeline, about two 

lovers who were parted as soon as the British horde the French from Nova Scotia, and 

Hiawatha, about Native American life; additionally the often-memorized "Paul 

Revere's Ride." In the nineteenth century he was the on the whole illustrious and 

financially profitable rhymester of his day. 

  LOWELL, JAMES RUSSELL (1819-1891). instinctive in Cambridge, Mass. Poet, 

critic, satirist, essayist, diplomat, journalist, and abolitionist, editor of the found and 

paramount editor of the Atlantic Monthly, origin of the following verse-satire The 

Biglow documents (1848). He was the former cousin of bard Amy Lowell and 

great-grand-uncle of rhymester Robert Lowell. 

  MELVILLE, HERMAN (1819-1891). vital American author and short  story 

writer, origin of Moby-Dick. 

  POE, EDGAR ALLAN (1809-1849). key American rhymester and writer of 

scandalous and detective stories, connected with Baltimore, Maryland. 

  SINCLAIR, UPTON (1878-1968). American author and get-together critic, 

novelist of the infamous charge about the meatpacking industry, The Jungle. 

  STOWE, HARRIET BEECHER (1811-1896). American novelist, cause of Uncle 

Tom's Cabin, allied with abolitionism and the Beecher family. 

  THOREAU, HENRY DAVID (1817-1862). Beloved American biologist and writer, 

connected with Ralph Waldo Emerson, civil disobedience, creator of Walden. 

  TWAIN, sign (1835-1910). venerated American author and story writer, person 

responsible of Huckleberry Finn. 

  WHEATLEY, PHILLIS. (1753-1784). Eighteenth-century American poet. natural 

in Africa and brought to Boston as a slave, she was the original black American to 
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circulate a book. anon freed, she became globally famous. 

  WHITMAN, WALT (1819-1892). The grand nineteenth-century American poet, 

person behind of plants of Grass. 

  WHITTIER, JOHN GREENLEAF (1807-1892). intuitive in Haverhill, Mass., a 

serious Quaker, gathering reformer, journalist, poet, and editor, who wrote avidly for 

abolition. His nearly all renowned paperback was the lengthy couplet Snow-BOUND 

(1866).  

3.Feminism within Little Women  

  Little women novel is a novel done by American writer Louisa May Alcott  in print 

lately after the Civil War in reply to a publisher's command for a  novel, which was 

at first available in two volumes in 1868 and 1869 it was  formerly available as two 

books: Chapters 1-23 were issued in 1868 with  the title slight Women, and after the 

order became a astounding success,  Chapters  24-47 were issued in 1869 with the 

title polite Wives. Today, in cooperation sections are lay down in concert as 

insufficiently Women. not sufficiently Women discussion about March family who 

has four daughters with dissimilar characteristics the fourth daughters named 

Margaret,  Josephine, Elizabeth, and Amy. In the novel insufficiently Women, we be 

able to discovery the foremost go of literary facility that is to describe, imitate  

person life, even as human being kick itself is constantly experiencing  growth, as 

agreeably as the equality of women who will be depicted through the novel  Little 

Women. 

  The feminist pressure group is as a rule not speaking into three waves. The  

original wave in the recent 19th and ahead of schedule 20th centuries  pressed for 

biased equality. The second wave, in the Journal of Langu 1960s  and 70s, 

hard-pressed for officially authorized and certified equality and  the  third wave, in 

the preceding pair of decades, has pressed for common  equality. Handayani and 

Novianto (2004:163) acknowledged that men are  new competent, lovely 

orientation,strong,active,competitive and  confidence  than women. This prepare is 

unfair for women, too portray that nearby is  gender discrimination in the past. It 

happens from the age band to the  subsequently until they comprehend their injustice. 
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It encourages the  appearance a belief called feminism. The feminist transfer 

correlated to  women’s description mainly and in universal it correlated to women’s  

emancipation. Women’s interchange is in command to extent the equality  of just 

with men in lots of aspects, such as politic,social,country and culture. 

 Liberal Feminism The family of the March family get worked callous to  meet their 

wants and aid their mother, they anticipate to bad deal a little for  their nurse as a 

Christmas present-day by donating their hard-earned money. 

      "Mother didn't  say   anything about  our   money,  

      and  she  won't wish us  to  give up everything.   

      Let's each buy what  we want, and have  a little  fun; 

      I'm  sure we work hard enough  to  earn  it," cried Jo,   

      examining the heels of  her shoes  in a gentlemanly manner"  (p.3)  

  From quotation above, this figures are classified into liberal feminism as  the 

notion avowed that liberal feminism is gender equality that freeing  women from 

stifling gender roles. liberal feminism led to advances in the efficient sphere, 

inequality of opportunity, civil rights, and self - fulfillment.  The quotation describes 

the think of women who know how to fill their hold  desires by effective tricky and 

take the break to operate their candor to carry out themselves. 

  once their priest has on job and cannot be with the family,next one of them be 

obliged to be nearby to take the place of her father's stand in the family.  It describes 

the character of the family canister difference and canister be a  breadwinner. 

    I'm  the oldest," began  Meg,  but  Jo cut  in with a decided, "I'm  the  

man of  the family now  Papa  is away.  (p.6)  

  this quotation is classified into Marxist feminism that confirmed woman’s  

conception or herself is an item for consumption of her get-together  survival which 

is in principal definite by the kindly of run she does. as of Josephine a tomboyish 

notion of herself as a chap who may possibly  interchange her member of the clergy 

as her member of the clergy went on  duty, she worked vigorously and helped her 

nurse earn capital and  personality  a wage earner  for  their  family. 

  One of the at the outset possessions that we identify about Jo March is  Boyish,she 
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would considerably make for out into the humankind and  brashly nominate her 

personal means than delay at home. 

         Don't, Jo. It's so boyish!" "That's why I do it."  

         "I  detest  rude,  unladylike girls!"  

         "I  hate affected,    niminy-piminy chits!"  (p.4)  

  Existentialist feminism acknowledged female duty be converted into a self,  a 

subject who transcends definitions, labels, and essences. Jo for ever and a day see to 

everything in her road and does not think about about the  terminology of others,in 

the 19th century the illustration of a female is by  via a stretched skirt and 

additionally her prolonged hairstyle, but not for Jo,  she is styled as she desires and 

the characteristic of Jo occurs for the reason that she has a companion named 

Laurie,subsequently her manner in every  day like man.once Amy gets harms in the 

discipline for the reason that of ignorance of  her contacts it follows that she must 

acquire punishment from a trainer at  the school. 

       I don't  approve of corporal  punishment, especially   

       for  girls.  I dislike Mr. Davis's manner  of  teaching 

       and don't  think the girls you associate with are  

       doing you any good.  (p.74)   

  radical  feminism acknowledged  that women’s ecology is strictly correlated to 

their oppression,as fighting fit as every one of the manifestations sexual violence. in 

attendance  is  a  claim about the cataloging of women is the oppressed weak and 

the female remains as the thing of violence.Jo, as her sister prote  theteacher has 

ready to Amy, she feels uncomfortable with a raw punishment for a woman, 

Desmawati, Analysis o f Feminism as the female majority is the core article  of 

oppression by the muscle of men and women strongly interconnected to their 

oppression. 

  Throughout the findings we locate four types of feminism in the novel, such  as 

Liberal feminism,Marxist feminism,Radical feminism, and Existentialist 

feminism.Feminism is a transfer of equality between men and women,  equality 

between men and women in relation to every one of human rights  and conveniences 
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obtained by men container moreover be obtained for  women.This is reflected 

through quotations of records that before now  obtained by proving that the 

typescript in the novel to exhibit the different  equipment that pass on to the 

supposition of feminism 

  Liberal Feminism is as women  covet  the  consistent  as  men about  

admittance to capital,satisfy their needs, earn take-home pay and make it to  women 

as an standalone creature being. Existentialist feminism believe female like a man, is 

being-for-itself, and it is peak time for male to be thankful for this fact.The self's 

prerequisite for compute nonconformity is in addition unmodified to be shared.in 

adding up Leninist feminism; woman’s conception or herself is a creation of her do  

reality which is basically clear  by the caring of come off she does. 

  For the Radical Feminism,women's ecology is intimately associated to their 

oppression, as correctly as the complete the manifestations of sexual  assault or as 

one who is the original affect of women's oppression.From every one of this we 

bargain that Feminism is reflected by the struggle of  the font in survival, in insertion 

itself in the earth of men (patriarchy), in soul  comfort with themselves to get 

something done what they texture comfortable for her, as fortunate as their avow pro 

forma to no longer be the idea of violence for men. 

  It is described that there are four types of feminism from the novel ,Little   

women. First, the characters in the novel reflected in Liberal feminism, for the reason 

that of what they do to earn currency through hardwork.Second, Maxist feminism, it 

reflects the characters act to improve women's foings and give confidence further 

equality and capitalism is the reason of  women's oppression which is depicted 

through the function of appeal positions in the novel.Third,existentialist feminism, it 

reflects the person  who hold tomboyish and a female have got to be converted into a 

Journal  of Langu subject,transcends definitions,labels,and essences and  

prerequisite for freedom.Fourth, Radical feminism,it reflects the character who had a 

bodily punishment as the manifestations of sexual violence or as one who insist the 

masculinity or gender system is the basic affect of  women's oppression. Feminism is 

reflected by the struggle of the characters  in survival,in insertion these lives in the 
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humankind  of men (patriarchy),  as  admiringly as their assert  materialize to no 

longer be the demur of violence  for men. 

4 Sociological theory and realism  

4.1. definition of realism throughout the sociological theory 

  Sociological Criticism: This methodology “examines literature in the cultural, 

political and economic circumstances  whether written or received,” exploring the 

relationships between the dancer and society. from time to time it examines the artist’s 

league to surpass figure out the author’s literary works; other times, it may check the 

depiction of such common essentials in the prose itself. One influential brand of 

sociological evaluation is collective criticism, which focuses on the financially viable 

and biased essentials of art, regularly emphasizing the ideological satisfy of literature; 

for the reason that communalist appreciation over and over again argues that 

completely drawing is political, each challenging or endorsing (by silence) the 

standing quo, it is habitually evaluative and judgmental, a inclination that “can start to 

reductive judgment, as after Soviet critics rated Jack London enhance than William 

Faulkner, Ernest Hemingway, Edith Wharton, and Henry James, for the reason that he 

illustrated the morality of group struggle new clearly. 

  In the physical sciences a realist person ontology rests on our ability to demonstrate 

the concrete and valid character of information entities. realist  metaphysics of 

communal entities,it shot to present a interconnected philosophical foundation for the 

shared sciences. down-to-earth person interpretations  are prearranged fussy mind in 

an spat that accepts the basic of group practicality but relics wary about the progress 

of methodologies intelligent to offer in force parade 

  Realism emphasizes real-world constraints in disparity to an unrecognized ideal, 

bearing in mind a conflict-ridden humankind of states alarmed pre-eminently with 

their refuge and pursuing command as the funds to substantiate their survival. States 

answer to adverse shifts in the set of scales of license with inside enlistment and 

outdoor alignment. The conclusion is an equilibrium in which balances of vigor recur. 

In the global system, states what's more constantly get ready for war or are at war 

with one another. This practical person prophecy assumes statism, a hostile 
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revolutionary environment, and survival as a pre-eminent concern. practicality 

downplays intercontinental law, intercontinental organizations, morality, domestic 

politics, and the opportunity of interdependence. Realism's roots series from 

Thucydides through Hobbes to Morgenthau and Waltz. notwithstanding a 

unexceptional accent on power, realists are bemused over, or fall out about, whether 

the hypothesis is normative or positive, whether keep upright is an intentional or 

unintentional consequence, and whether bipolarity or multipolarity is extra stable. 

practical person influence are problematical as exceedingly a lot is excluded, the idea 

of weigh is vague, the hypothesis is indeterminate, its assumptions are steady with a 

new helpful world, and it has inconvenience elucidation precise historic events. new 

modifications in practicality comprise an importance on perception more exactly than 

genuine rule and as a practical person judgment as additional applicable once the 

transgression is haughty and defensive acquisition 

  Broadly defined as "the faithful interpretation of reality" or "verisimilitude," 

practicality is a literary practice expert by numerous schools of writing. though 

closely speaking, practicality is a technique, it and denotes a specific hue of subject 

matter, remarkably the symbol of middle-class life. A consequence against 

romanticism, an benefit in methodical method, the systematizing of the schoolwork of 

documentary history, and the persuade of rational values every single one precious the 

mount of realism. According to William Harmon and Hugh Holman, "Where 

romanticists transcend the immediate to find the ideal, and naturalists plumb the 

actual or superficial to find the scientific laws that control its actions, realists center 

their attention to a remarkable degree on the immediate, the here and now, the specific 

action, and the verifiable consequence" (A Handbook to Literature 428) 

   Many critics views that realism is related to the 19 century's productions, 

As Donald Pizer notes in his introduction to The Cambridge Companion to American 

Realism and Naturalism: Howells to London, the term "realism" is difficult to define, 

in part because it is used differently in European contexts than in American literature. 

Pizer suggests that "whatever was being produced in fiction during the 1870s and 

1880s that was new, interesting, and roughly similar in a number of ways can be 
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designated as realism, and that an equally new, interesting, and roughly similar body 

of writing produced at the turn of the century can be designated as naturalism" (5).  

4.2. American realism 

   In the  American literature, the expression "realism" encompasses the era of time 

from the Civil War to the end of the century during which William Dean Howells, 

Rebecca Harding Davis, Henry James, celebrate Twain, and others wrote fiction 

attentive to exact statement and an exploration of American lives in innumerable 

contexts. As the United States grew hurriedly after the Civil War, the escalating tax of 

democracy and literacy, the brisk development in industrialism and urbanization, an 

going up populace root appropriate to immigration, and a relation arise in 

middle-class privileged circumstances provided a productive literary environment for 

readers involved in sympathetic these speedy shifts in culture. In cartoon notice to this 

connection, 

  Realism was a development that encompassed the full country, or at slightest the 

Midwest and South, though a lot of of the writers and critics coupled with practicality 

(notably W. D. Howells) were based in New England. amongst the Midwestern 

writers careful realists would be Joseph Kirkland, E. W. Howe, and Hamlin Garland; 

the Southern writer John W. DeForest's long for Ravenal's Conversion from Secession 

to constancy is frequently painstaking a practical person novel, too. 

  Like all the expressions that relate to literary movements, the duration is relaxed 

and a bit equivocal.  American realism began as a effect to and a rejection of 

Romanticism, with its highlighting on emotion, imagination, and the individual.  The 

society began as ahead of schedule as the 1830's but reached protrusion and 

apprehended wave from the bring to an end of the Civil War to around the goal of the 

nineteenth century.  The faction was centered in fiction, acutely the novel.  It 

attempted faithfulness to bona fide life, or "actuality," in its representation.  The 

down-to-earth person concerns himself with the at this point and now, centering his 

operate in his own up time, commerce with common-place everyday measures and 

people, and with the socio-political climate of his day . 

  practicality is a extensively second-hand dub in the arts. In literature, it came into 
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person as a comeback to Romanticism. even as impracticality all ears on the inner, 

spiritual surface of creature nature, and was at an angle toward the exceptional and 

Sublime, Realism cared about the mundane, the everyday. practicality focussed on the 

ideology of objective realism and revolted against exaggerated emotionalism of 

Romanticism. It was other "democratic" in orientation, attracted in the days of the 

majority, not the elite. As an artistic strategy, it was an endeavor to focus text on the 

objective, the concrete; the rude and gathering background was depicted in meticulous 

note to convey the culture of the society. lettering were portrayed in their gathering 

setting, which shaped their measures and their choices. practicality is a lot referred to 

as an stab to portray equipment "as they are," but in fact, it was itself a new artistic 

strategy, employing verisimilitude for artistic ends. 

  Realism was a reply to mutually Neoclassicism and Romanticism, and for the full 

group, history had no artistic consequence or important.The Realists, who were 

influenced by the Dutch and Flemish naturalists of the seventeenth century, were 

enthusiastic wholeheartedly to an creation founded on reasonableness for the 

operational class, the everyday citizens of society. In fact, every the artists, politicians, 

economists, and critics congregated in the Andler Keller, a style of restaurant plateful 

chow at altogether hours, which finally became renowned as the temple of Realism. 

In 1863, after personality shunned by be valid Nieuwerkerke at the entire description 

of 1855, Courbet and associates structured a group de Refusés. This was an exhibition 

that built-in the moving parts of individuals who are at this instant accepted as the 

leading painters of the period. Astoundingly, two of the maximum down-to-earth 

person masters, Daumier and Courbet, were in point of fact compulsory to attend 

prison sentences as a product of their involvement in the insurgence against 

uniformity. 

4_3_Realism in Little women 

  Written in reply to a publisher’s apply for a “girls’ book,”Little Women is an 

permanent classic of domestic realism, tracing the lives of four sisters from teenage 

years through before time adulthood. The reporter is omniscient and intrusive, 

habitually interrupting the narrative to present lesson commentary. frequently 
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instructive and sentimental, the novel all the same faithfully portrays family energy in 

the mid-nineteenth century United States. Like female counterparts of John Bunyan’s 

Christian from Pilgrim’s Progress, the four “little women” of the March family 

journey into womanhood, knowledge fractious coaching of poverty, obedience, 

charity, and work  beside the way. 

The novel is arranged in two parts; Alcott wrote and published part 1 first, gauging its 

reception before continuing with part 2. Part 1 covers approximately one year in the 

life of the March family, during which time the father is away, serving his country as a 

chaplain during the Civil War. “Marmee” and her daughters learn to live with meager 

resources; the two older girls work outside the home to help support the family, and 

all four girls keep busy with sewing, housekeeping, and helping the one family 

servant, Hannah, with the household chores. 

   They come across of poverty, hardship, and their father’s nonattendance is 

counterbalanced by countless occasions of joy and blameless humor. The sisters put 

on acting for the neighborhood, partake of picnics with their friends, and place up the 

“Pickwick Club,” everywhere they design a literary newspaper and before long enter 

their neighbor, Laurie, amongst the bracket together 

  Each sister has her own  identity, plus an artistic talent, charm flaws, and 

categorical traits. Meg, the oldest, bears the accountability for her younger sisters but 

looks for a rich life  stuffed with good things and free from material aim and 

hardship. Jo is the literary genius, costs to a great extent of her free time in the attic, 

scribbling gone at the stories she writes former for her family’s amusement and later 

on for pamphlet and for money. She is courageous, strong, and active, but she has to 

gather to influence her temper and her defiant nature. Beth is cheerful and expert but 

suffers from bad health and shyness. She learns to overcome her coyness what time 

she begins to go to see the Laurences, after being paid consent to show their piano. 

Amy develops a eclectic extent of artistic talents (drawing, painting, sculpture) and 

insists upon community correctness, now and again to the thrust of prissiness, but her 

polite and charming customs offset this flaw. 

  Over the direction of Little women, the March sisters try to discover happiness thru 
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daily sports, their dreams, and each different; but when they do not interact in any 

efficient paintings, they end up guilty and remorseful. Once they indulge in 

selfishness by way of dressing up in finery, hoarding limes, neglecting chores, or 

getting revenge, the girls emerge as unhappy. The only way they discover meaningful 

happiness is while they may be operating, either for a residing or for the gain of their 

households. the novel demonstrates the significance of the Puritan paintings ethic, 

which dictates that it's miles holy to do paintings. This paintings ethic, in line with the 

transcendentalist teachings with which Alcott grew up, thrived in New England, 

wherein many Puritans lived and in which the radical takes vicinity. 

  Alcott in the long run recommends work not as a way to a cloth give up, but instead 

as a means to the expression of inner goodness and creativity through productiveness. 

           "  I’ll try and be what he loves to call me, 

             “a little woman,” and not be rough and  

             wild; but do my duty here instead of wanting 

             to be somewhere else." (Jo)  

  Jo said that after inquiry the communication from Mr. March, who is portion in the 

Civil War. Jo says that she would like to be burden amazing exciting, such as heart in 

the Civil War like her father, as a substitute of meeting at home. Jo points out that 

women cannot be at war with in the Civil War, and by and large command fewer 

adventurous lives than sort out men. In this statement, Jo and demonstrates a want to 

comprise her minister exultant by drama stereotypically female. Jo struggles 

throughout the novel for the reason that she requests equally to head an adventurous, 

unfettered vivacity and to aid and make happy her family. In other words, the struggle 

for idiosyncratic triumph conflicts with the obligation and affection she feels for her 

family and with the domestic sphere that mainly women of the time accept. 

  Louisa May Alcott,  was anxious with what  constituted women’s work, and how 

the business Revolution spurred changes in a woman’s muscle to earn a living wage – 

subsequently greatly therefore that, next the achievement of hardly Women, she 

would turn on to bring out a semi-autobiographical novel called Work: A Story of 

Experience. 
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  Work is principal to the lives of the members of the March family, and it’s carve up 

of the get-together trial at the empathy of petty Women. Are women happiest once 

they graft everywhere they’ve forever traditionally worked, in the home? Are women 

who are required (or who select) to come across piece outside of the residence not as 

much of cheery than women whose husbands work as the breadwinners? These 

questions and further are addressed through the a range of drive experiences of the 

March sisters (Meg is a governess, Jo tends to crabby Aunt March, etc.). The report 

pushes accelerate the opinion that a woman’s usefulness extends beyond the realm of 

fireside and institution – and this is nearly everyone evident once Jo goes on to make 

a term for herself as an author. 

  The poverty of the March family is above all heartbreaking as it is a product of Mr. 

Alcott’s have a go to avoid a friend. Meg and Amy retain to be taught quite a few 

period to live in their means, but each and every one the girls roll up to think that care 

for is preferable to riches. Meg marries John Brooke, and Amy tells Laurie she would 

say married him drawn if he were a pauper. Time and over again we are reminded – 

by the ruler family, the Gardiners, the Moffats, and Aunt March – that wealth is no 

pledge of happiness. The Laurences extravaganza us that cash container be usefully 

and good-naturedly employed, exceptionally to assistance others. Poverty, at the same 

time as challenging, know how to advance the enlargement of creativity, strength, and 

character. 

  Throughout Little Women, the notion that poverty is constructive (and that 

background wealth, on the other hand, regularly leads to proper decay) is returned to 

all over again and again. “Wealth is absolutely a mainly attractive thing,” Alcott 

writes, “but poverty has its sunny side, and one of the pleasing uses of harsh 

conditions is the true satisfaction which comes from the nourishing exert yourself of 

person in charge or hand…” The notion (right or wrong) that the lessen module 

possess a style of goodness and desirable quality that the higher module not have is 

levied once more and for a second time in tiny Women. 

  Wealth-or the amount of it-is a dominant thread through the total novel. The debit 

of wealth and reputation was earnestly felt by LMA herself, and she built the concepts 
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into her lettering as they extended for a touch that has been lost, realize to live without 

it, sooner or later complete that near are atypical kinds of wealth, and irrevocably 

comprehend that dutiful wealth has fantastically trifling to perform with capital or  

5. conclusion 

  Throughout this chapter, it analysed and discussed the main tow theories that are 

feminism and realism from a sociological aspect,then from that i clarified the position 

of Louisa may Alcott in the American scene , how did she affected in and how did she 

been influenced by the 19 century's events 
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1_Introduction 

  Little women is a novel written by Louisa May Alcott after the civil war in America 
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into tow parts the first in 1868 and the second in 1869, the story is about the struggle 

of four sisters in facing their life in a family by the absence of their father it was one 

of the most important novels in post civil war period. this chapter deals with the plot 

and many other aspects about the novel  

2_ Little women 

2.1 Summary of the plot:  

  Alcott prefaces Little women with an excerpt from John Bunyan’s 17th-century 

work The Pilgrim’s development, an allegorical novel approximately leading a 

Christian life. Alcott’s story starts with the four March girls—Meg, Jo, Beth, and 

Amy—sitting of their dwelling room, lamenting their poverty. the ladiesdecide that 

they will every purchase themselves a gift so as to decoratetheir Christmas. soon, but, 

they modify their minds and determine that as a substitute of shopping foraffords for 

themselves, they'll purchase gives for his or her mother, Marmee. Marmee comes 

domestic with a letter from Mr. March, the girls’ father, who is serving as a Union 

chaplain inside the Civil struggle. The letter evokes the women up-to-datetheir 

burdens extra cheerfully andnow not to whinge approximately their poverty. 

  On Christmas morning, the ladies get up to search out books, altogether likelihood 

copies of The Pilgrim’s development, under their pillows. Later that day, Marmee 

encourages them to produce away their breakfast to a terrible circle of relatives, the 

Hummels. Their elderly neighbor, Mr. Laurence, whom the women have in no way 

met, rewards their charitable sports via sending over a banquet. quickly, Meg and Jo 

are invited to attend a current year’s birthday celebration at the house of Meg’s rich 

pal, Sally Gardiner. at the party, Jo retreats to an alcove, and there meets Laurie, the 

boy who lives with Mr. Laurence. while dancing, Meg sprains her ankle. Laurie 

escorts the sisters home. The Marches remorse having to travel back to their daily 

habitual after the vacation festivities 

  Jo visits Laurie whilst he's ill, and meets his grandfather, Mr. Laurence. She 

inadvertently insults a painting of Mr. Laurence within the front of the person himself. 

fortuitously, Laurie’s grandfather admires Jo’s spunk, and that they come to be friends. 

soon, Mr. Laurence meets all of the sisters, and Beth turns into his unique favourite. 
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Mr. Laurence gives her his deceased granddaughter’s piano. 

  The girls have numerous adventures. Amy is caught buying and selling limes at 

school, and also the teacher hits her as punishment. As a outcome, Mrs. March 

withdraws her daughter from school. Jo refuses to allow Amy accompany her to stage. 

In retaliation, Amy burns Jo’s manuscript, and Jo, in her anger, almost lets Amy 

drown while ice-s-kating. quite Meg attends her pal Annie Moffat’s birthday 

celebration and, after allowing the opposite girls to decorate her up in excessive 

fashion, learns that appearances don't seem to be the full thing. at the identical time as 

on the birthday celebration, she hears that humans assume she intends to marry Laurie 

for his money. That year, the Marches shape the Pickwick club, wherein they write a 

circle of relatives newspaper. within the spring, Jo smuggles Laurie into one in every 

of the club conferences, and he will become a member, offering his new circle with a 

postbox. At the start of June, the Marches determine to neglect their housework. at the 

surrender of a lazy week, Marmee takes a time without work too. the women destroy 

a dinner, but everybody finally ends up guffawing over it. at some point, Laurie has 

English buddies over, and also the Marches cross on a picnic with them. Later, Jo 

receives a tale published for the primary time. 

  One dark day, the family gets a telegram saying that Mr. March is sick inside the 

hospice in Washington, D.C. Marmee goes to tend to him, and Jo sells her hair to help 

finance the trip. Chaos ensues in Marmee’s wake, for the women overlook their 

chores again. best Beth goes to travel to the Hummels, and after one in every of her 

visits, she contracts contagious disease from the Hummel baby. Beth teeters on the 

brink of death until Marmee returns. within the meantime, Amy spends time at Aunt 

March’s residence on the thanks to flee the disease. Beth recovers, though not 

completely, and Mr. Brooke, Laurie’s train, falls enamored with Meg, lots to Jo’s 

dismay. Mr. Brooke and Meg are engaged by means of the top of element One. 

  Three years skip prior element two begins. Mr. March is home from the battle, and 

Laurie is variety of achieved with college. quickly, Meg marries and moves into a 

latest home with Mr. Brooke. at some point, Amy makes a choice to own a lunch for 

her conservatoire classmates, but negative weather ruins the festivities. Jo receives a 
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singular posted, however she should reduce it all the way down to be ready to please 

her publishers. meanwhile, Meg struggles with the responsibilities of preserving 

residence, and he or she soon offers commencing to twins, Demi and Daisy. Amy gets 

to travel to Paris as against Jo, who counted on the experience, because of the very 

fact their Aunt Carroll prefers Amy’s ladylike conduct in a very partner. 

  Jo starts to think that Beth loves Laurie. which is able to escape Laurie’s affections 

for her, Jo actions to big apple if you would like to deliver Beth a hazard to win his 

affections. There Jo meets Professor Bhaer, a negative West Germanic language 

instructor. Professor Bhaer discourages Jo from writing sensationalist memories, and 

he or she takes his advice and finds a easier expressive style. when Jo returns 

domestic, Laurie proposes to her, however she turns him down. Beth quickly dies. 

  Amy and Laurie reunite in France, and that they fall infatuated. They marry and 

return domestic. Jo starts offevolved to hope that Professor Bhaer will come for her. 

He does, and that they marry a 12 months later. Amy and Laurie have a daughter 

named Beth, who is sickly. Jo inherits Plumfield, Aunt March’s house, and decides to 

show it into a boarding faculty for boys. the novel ends with the family thankfully 

amassed collectively, every sister thankful for her advantages and for each different. 

2.2_Characters: 

 2_2_1Meg March  

  The oldest March sister, Meg battles her girlish weak spot for luxurious and cash, 

and ends up marrying a negative man she loves. Meg represents the conventional and 

top; she is much like her mom, for whom she changed into named. Meg occasionally 

attempts to modify who she is so that it will please other people, a trait that comes 

forth when she permits different women to dress her up like a rich female at her pal 

Annie Moffat’s residence. She becomes an agreeable housewife, pretending to like 

politics due to the fact her husband does, and forgoing luxurious because her husband 

is terrible. 

 2_2_2 Josephine March 

  The protagonist of the unconventional, and the second one-oldest March sister. Jo, 

who desires to be a writer, is based totally on Louisa may Alcott herself, which makes 
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the story semi-autobiographical. Jo has a temper and a brief tongue, despite the fact 

that she works difficult to control each. She is a tomboy, and reacts with impatience to 

the various barriers placed on girls and women. She hates romance in her real 

lifestyles, and wants nothing more than to preserve her circle of relatives together 

 2_2_3Beth March  

  The third March sister, Beth is very shy and quiet. Like Meg, she constantly tries to 

thrill other people, and like Jo, she is involved with retaining the circle of relatives 

collectively. Beth struggles with minor faults, along with her resentment for the 

housekeeping she ought to do. 

  Beth resembles an old fashionist heroine like those inside the novels of the 

nineteenth-century English author Charles Dickens. Beth is a great individual, but she 

is likewise a colour too angelic to live to tell the tale in Alcott’s greater realistic 

fictional world. With Beth’s dying, Alcott we could an vintage sort of heroine die off. 

The 3 surviving March sisters are sturdy sufficient to stay inside the changing actual 

international. 

  Beth is near Jo; outgoing Jo and quiet Beth each have antisocial tendencies. Neither 

of them wants to live inside the world the way it is, with girls forced to conform to 

social conventions of girl behavior. similarly, it isn't sudden that Meg and Amy are 

especially close to each other, considering generous Meg and selfish Amy each 

discover their places within a gendered world. 

2_2_4Amy March  

  The youngest March sister, Amy is an artistic beauty who is right at manipulating 

other humans. in contrast to Jo, Amy acts as a super female because it pleases her and 

people around her. She gets what she wishes in the long run popularity, the experience 

to Europe, and Laurie. Amy serves as a foil—a person whose attitudes or emotions 

comparison with, and thereby intensify, those of every other person—for Jo, who 

refuses to submit to the conventions of ladyhood. each artists war to balance society’s 

expectations with their own herbal tendencies. The more real of the two and the 

greater beneficiant, Jo compares favorably to Amy. both characters, however, are 

greater lovable and actual for their flaws 
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2_2_5Marmee -  

  The March women’ mom. Marmee is the ethical function version for her ladies. 

She counsels them thru all of their troubles and works hard but luckily while her 

husband is at battle. 

 2_2_6_Mr. March -  

   The March women’ father and Marmee’s husband. He serves inside the Union 

military as a chaplain. whilst he returns home, he maintains acting as a minister to a 

close-by parish. 

 2_2_7_Mr. Brooke - 

  Laurie’s train. Mr. Brooke is negative however virtuous. 

 Frederick Bhaer -  

  A respected professor in Germany who will become an impoverished language 

instructor in the us. Mr. Bhaer lives in new york, where he meets Jo. he's type and 

fatherly. 

 2_2_8_Mr. Laurence -  

  Laurie’s grandfather and the Marches’ subsequent-door neighbor. Mr. Laurence 

appears gruff, however he is loving and sort. 

 Hannah - The Marches’ dependable servant. 

 2_2_9_Aunt March - 

  A rich widow and one of the March women’ aunts. even though crotchety and 

difficult, Aunt March loves her nieces and needs the exceptional for them. 

 2_2_10_Daisy  

  Meg and Mr. Brooke’s daughter. Daisy is the dual of Demi. Her actual call is 

Margaret. 

2_2_11_Demi  

  Meg and Mr. Brooke’s son and Daisy’s twin. Demi’s actual call is John Laurence. 

2_2_12_Mrs. Kirke  

  The lady who runs the big apple boarding house where Jo lives. 

 2_2_13_Kate Vaughn  

  one among Laurie’s British pals. at first, Kate turns up her nostril on the bluntness 
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and poverty of the Marches. She later decides that she likes them, however, showing 

that she is in a position to triumph over her preliminary prejudice. 

 2_2_14Sallie Gardiner  

  Meg’s rich buddy. Sallie represents the coolest life to Meg, and Meg regularly 

covets Sallie’s possessions. 

2_2_15Aunt Carrol  

  one of the March women’ aunts. Aunt Carrol is ladylike, and he or she takes Amy 

together with her to Europe. 

  Florence - Aunt Carrol’s daughter. Florence accompanies her aunt and Amy to 

Europe 

2_2_16Florence  

  Aunt Carrol’s daughter. Florence accompanies her aunt and Amy to Europe. 

 2_2_16Fred Vaughn  

  one of the Vaughn siblings. Fred is Laurie’s friend, but he soon develops a romantic 

hobby in Amy. 

 2_2_17Esther  

  Aunt March’s servant. Esther is a French Catholic 

2_2_18_Annie Moffat  

  another wealthy pal of Meg’s. Annie is fashionable and social, and he or she wears 

fashionable clothing that Meg envies. 

2_2_18_Ned Moffat  

  The older brother of Meg’s pal Annie Moffat. 

 2_2_19_Frank Vaughn  

  one of the Vaughn siblings. Frank is sickly. 

 Grace Vaughn  

  The youngest sister of the Vaughn family. Grace and Amy emerge as buddies on a 

picnic. 

2_2_20_Dr. Bangs  

  A physician who has a tendency to Beth whilst she is sick. 

2_2_21£The Hummels  
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  A circle of relatives that lives near the Marches. The Hummels are poor and in 

terrible health. 

3_The themes 

  the general plot of the novel is simple. Four girls start the story as young adults or 

almost teenagers, and every matures through a ramification of reviews to go into 

maturity. As they develop, they learn how to location price on matters of actual worth, 

and that they set up their person priorities 

 3_1_ Women  

  the principle position of women in nineteenth century america become to be 

desirable housewives. They have been alleged to cook dinner, easy, and generally tend 

to the kids. They have been also alleged to train their daughters a way to be excellent 

housewives. girls could typically grow up, get married, and go off to stay with their 

husbands. The role of girls in Little ladies is seen throughout the entire novel. Marmee 

is in price of coaching her daughters the entirety that they need to realize to come to 

be an excellent housewife. Marmee also has to cook dinner, clean, and have a 

tendency to her 4 daughters. along with the function that Marmee performs as an 

average female within the nineteenth century her daughters make contributions to the 

position of women as properly. by the end of the radical, all the residing daughters get 

married and go to live with their husbands becoming housewives of their new homes. 

  whilst on the floor a simple story about the four March ladies’ journeys from youth 

to maturity, Little ladies centers on the struggle among emphases in a younger girl’s 

life—that which she places on herself, and that which she locations on her circle of 

relatives. in the novel, an emphasis on home duties and circle of relatives detracts 

from various girls’s abilties to attend to their own personal increase. For Jo and, in 

some cases, Amy, the trouble of being each a expert artist and a dutiful woman creates 

struggle and pushes the bounds set by nineteenth-century American society. 

  At the time while Alcott composed the radical, women’s fame in society changed 

into slowly increasing. as with any change in social norms, but, progress closer to 

gender equality become made slowly. through the four different sisters, Alcott 

explores four feasible ways to cope with being a female certain via the constraints of 
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19th-century social expectations: marry younger and create a new family, as Meg 

does; be subservient and dutiful to one’s dad and mom and immediate family, as Beth 

is; consciousness on one’s artwork, pleasure, and person, as Amy does before 

everything; or warfare to live both a dutiful own family life and a significant 

professional lifestyles, as Jo does. while Meg and Beth comply with society’s 

expectancies of the role that girls must play, Amy and Jo to begin with attempt to 

break unfastened from those constraints and nurture their individuality. subsequently, 

however, both Amy and Jo marry and settle into a greater standard life. whilst Alcott 

does now not recommend that one version of womanhood is greater applicable than 

the other, she does apprehend that one is greater realistic than the other. 

3_2_Sacrifice  

  The potential for the characters in Little ladies to make sacrifices is important 

whether or not the sacrifices are huge or small. when human beings make sacrifices it 

suggests that they're selfless. it is important to be selfless and make sacrifices for the 

advantage of other humans. One example of sacrifice in the novel is when the March 

sisters supply their Christmas breakfast to the poorer Hummels. This was a very 

selfless act, and the Hummels in all likelihood needed the meals extra than the March 

sisters did. every other instance of sacrifice changed into whilst Jo sold her hair to 

help pay for Marmee's ride to Washington. Marmee had to go to Washington if you 

want to cope with Mr. March, and Jo's sacrifice of promoting her hair helped Marmee 

which will pay the expenses to head take care of Mr. March in Washington. 

  "now not a ways faraway from here lies a poor woman with a little newborn infant. 

Six youngsters are huddled into one mattress to preserve from freezing, for they have 

no fireplace. there may be not anything to consume over there, and the oldest boy got 

here to inform me they were suffering hunger and bloodless. My women, will you 

deliver them your breakfast as a Christmas present?" 

 3_3_Love 

  In Little women, love is anywhere. all through the radical we see the affection that 

all of the characters have for every other. We see a whole lot of love the various 

March family. The family stocks a whole lot of love for every different as well as for 
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pals. in the long run of the novel all of the March daughters turn out to be falling in 

love and getting married. The March daughters additionally proportion a whole lot of 

love for each other, and they are very close to each different. You sincerely get a feel 

of ways lots the March circle of relatives loves every other when Jo talks 

approximately not looking to get married due to the fact she fears that her family may 

be separated and she might not be as close to her sisters anymore. not best is there 

love between characters in the novel, but there is additionally love for the country and 

love for God. Love for the us of a is mainly visible with the aid of Mr. March who 

leaves domestic to head fight inside the Civil battle. Love for God is seen through 

multiple characters, in particular the March circle of relatives, who are very spiritual 

and feature a strong love for God. Love is a prominent subject matter throughout the 

radical.  

  "as soon as upon a time, there have been 4 women, who had sufficient to devour 

and drink and put on, a very good many comforts and pleasures, type buddies and 

mother and father who cherished them dearly..." 

 3_4_the need of work : 

  Over the direction of Little women, the March sisters try to discover happiness thru 

daily sports, their dreams, and each different; but when they do not interact in any 

efficient paintings, they end up guilty and remorseful. once they indulge in selfishness 

by way of dressing up in finery, hoarding limes, neglecting chores, or getting revenge, 

the girls emerge as unhappy. The only way they discover meaningful happiness is 

while they may be operating, either for a residing or for the gain of their households. 

the novel demonstrates the significance of the Puritan paintings ethic, which dictates 

that it's miles holy to do paintings. This paintings ethic, in line with the 

transcendentalist teachings with which Alcott grew up, thrived in New England, 

wherein many Puritans lived and in which the radical takes vicinity. Alcott in the long 

run recommends work not as a way to a cloth give up, but instead as a means to the 

expression of inner goodness and creativity through productiveness. 

3_5_ The importance of being genuine 

  Little women takes high-quality pains to train a lesson approximately the 
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significance of being actual. To make this factor, Alcott contrasts the Marches with 

extra well-to-do young women like Amy Moffat and Sally Gardiner. 

Transcendentalists emphasized the importance of paying extra attention to the inner 

non secular self than to transient, earthly situations like wealth and wonderful 

appearances, and Alcott includes this philosophy into Little ladies. as an instance, 

Meg and Amy constantly battle with arrogance, and finally overcome it. Amy turns 

down Fred Vaughn’s offer of marriage, despite the fact that he's rich, because she does 

not love him. The March sisters all learn how to be satisfied with their respective lots 

in lifestyles and no longer to yearn for meaningless riches. The Marches’ comfortable 

New England domestic is presented as more suited than mansions in Paris. This topic 

is mainly American, specially specific of latest England. unlike their counterparts in 

Europe, many center-class people at the time did now not mind having come from 

humble origins and did no longer crave titles or other superficial trappings of wealth. 

those people desired most effective what they deserved and believed that what they 

deserved trusted how hard they labored. 

4_Why llittle women 

4_1_Little women reason  

  Writing little women was not a choice as much as it was an obligation,Louisa wrote 

the novel in order to help her family with money , and her father so that his 

manuscript about philosophy became published,louisa often uplean to fairy stories 

and not to girls stories because she was a tomboy. 

  In 1867, Thomas Niles, an editor at a publishing residence, asked Alcott if she 

wanted to put in writing a singular for ladies. although she attempted to get excited 

about the venture, she concept she wouldn’t have a great deal to put in writing 

approximately women due to the fact she changed into a tomboy. the following yr, 

Alcott’s father was looking to persuade Niles to put up his manuscript approximately 

philosophy. He told Niles that his daughter may want to write a e book of fairy tales, 

but Niles nevertheless desired a singular approximately girls. Niles informed Alcott’s 

father that if he could get his daughter to jot down a (non-fairy) novel for ladies, he 

might publish his philosophy manuscript. so as to make her father happy and help his 
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writing career, Alcott wrote approximately her formative years developing up together 

with her three sisters. 

  she was inspired by her real life with her three sisters,So she wrote about what she 

knew: a circle of relatives of four tight-knit sisters who weren’t afraid to be 

themselves, residing in concord, Mass., for the duration of the Civil conflict. 

  Neither Alcott nor her writer have been enthused about her first pass on the tale’s 

starting, however she decided to preserve writing (“lively, simple books are very tons 

wished for women, and possibly i'm able to supply the need,” she wrote) and the 

enthusiasm of Niles’ niece convinced the writer to let the mission move full speed 

beforehand. when the final manuscript changed into completed on Aug. 26, 1868, 

Alcott wrote that it got here out “better than I anticipated” and that it became “simple 

and proper, for we virtually lived most of it; and if it succeeds that will be the motive 

of it.” And succeed it did. while the first volume came out on Sept. 30, 1868, the 

primary edition quickly bought out inside multiple months. 

  Alcott theorized that one motive it became so successful changed into that grain of 

reality on which it was based totally, as she wrote that November before beginning to 

write volume , which might pop out the subsequent year: “fine notices and letters 

arrive, and much interest in my little women, who appear to discover pals by their fact 

to existence, as I hoped.” 

  proof of the tale’s enduring resonance may be visible in its many diversifications, 

the state-of-the-art of which, the two-component drama Little women co-produced via 

Masterpiece and the BBC, debuts on PBS on mother's Day, starring Willa Fitzgerald 

as Meg, Maya Hawke as Jo, Annes Elwy as Beth, and Kathryn Newton as Amy, 

Emily Watson as their mother Marmee, and Dylan Baker as their father, Mr. March, a 

chaplain inside the Union navy. For heritage on the real human beings in Alcott’s 

lifestyles who inspired the characters in Little women, TIME spoke to Jan Turnquist, 

a historical consultant to the display and executive Director of Orchard residence in 

concord, Mass., the Alcott family domestic-turned-museum where Alcott wrote and 

set the famous novel.  Jo 

  The second-oldest March sister Alcott based on herself. She turned into an avid 
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runner and tree-climber till the Civil conflict, whilst she served as a nurse and shrunk 

typhoid pneumonia. She by no means completely recovered, and could usually be 

weak. So, at the same time as the e book portrays Mr. March as a Union navy chaplain 

in the Civil conflict who falls unwell, requiring Marmee to rush to a sanatorium in 

Washington, D.C. to peer him, in actual existence that each one passed off to Alcott 

herself. 

  Whilst she couldn’t be as physically lively, she stayed mentally energetic by means 

of writing. Her first successful ebook hospital Sketches, a fictionalized memoir based 

on her revel in at the the front traces, changed into a hit because “people wanted to 

recognize extra of the real testimonies of the Civil warfare,” says Turnquist. After 

Little women got here out, she had to address “paparazzi” perching on the fence to 

caricature her and strangers inquiring for autographs, which she dreaded. 

  The oldest March sister is primarily based on Alcott’s actual-life oldest sister Anna 

Bronson Alcott. She, too, became a rule-follower who normal the ideals of Victorian 

womanhood. at the same time as right at social gatherings outdoor the house, she’d set 

free at domestic or on level. She and Louisa loved to place on little plays, and that 

they started the concord Dramatic Union, now called the harmony players, in which 

she met her future husband John Bridge Pratt. the marriage at the March circle of 

relatives home is primarily based on their marriage in the parlor of Orchard house on 

might also 23, 1860،they had sons, but Pratt died approximately 10 years after their 

marriage. The achievement of Little women enabled Alcott to assist assist her sister 

and her nephews, inclusive of helping Anna buy Henry David Thoreau’s house in 

concord 

  The youngest March sister is based on the youngest Alcott sister Abigail may 

additionally, who went with the aid of her center call (Amy spelled backwards). She 

had a ardour for pleasant arts and first-class garments, but longed for the possibility to 

examine extra. “Many American art instructors didn’t need their woman college 

students to have all the education that the males did because they thought it wasn’t 

proper to peer cadavers and musculature, and the naked limbs,” says Turnquist. “So 

American girl artists struggled however in Europe they'd extra freedom.” 
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  With the fulfillment of Little ladies, Alcott paid for may to observe artwork 

overseas in London, Paris and Rome. In 1877, the Paris Salon accepted a nonetheless 

life she had achieved. She settled in Paris, married Swiss businessman Ernest Nieriker 

in 1878 and moved to the Paris suburbs, in which she gave start to a baby female the 

following year. months later, she died, and her daughter, named Lulu, become sent to 

stay with Louisa, according to may also’s needs. The youngster changed into the 

inspiration for Louisa’s remaining completed paintings, Lu Sings, written in 1888, the 

12 months she died of a stroke at 55. (Lulu went to stay in Switzerland together with 

her father.) 

  The second-youngest March sister is based on Alcott’s sister by means of the same 

name, Elizabeth. She became shy in real life, and Alcott apparently mentioned her the 

least in her diaries. She loved kittens, sewing and spending time together with her 

family. As in the ebook, she does trap scarlet fever after keeping an infected baby 

belonging to a poor circle of relatives to whom she added a care bundle. She initially 

recovered, but died years later in 1858 on the age of twenty-two. 

  Alcott’s real father Amos Bronson Alcott, a innovative educator, changed into one 

of the first to suggest for recess and sophistication participation. He changed into 

additionally a transcendental logician, the pinnacle of a short-lived 

abolitionist-feminist-anarchist-environmentalist commune known as Fruitlands, and a 

friend to a number of his era’s maximum massive figures. “Henry David Thoreau 

appeared up to him as a function model, and in Bronson’s presence by myself he felt 

he could specific a new notion and not be judged. Ralph Waldo Emerson wrote in his 

magazine that Alcott become a genius,” Turnquist says, “and believed a lot in 

Bronson that on occasion while he visited, he’d slip a $10 invoice beneath a 

tablecloth.” 

  Such presents were wished due to the fact Alcott’s non secular wealth did not 

translate into literal wealth. He risked his job for doing what he noticed as the right 

element. as an instance, after he admitted a black student to Boston’s Masonic Temple 

college inside the 1830s, white mother and father pulled their children from the 

college and it changed into forced to shut. So the circle of relatives moved round 
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loads and struggled financially “because he was unwilling to compromise for sake of 

monetary success,” as Turnquist puts it. 

  All in all, the family had moved almost 30 times in the equal range of years before 

entering into Orchard house in 1858 when he became Superintendent of colleges in 

harmony. about 10 years after Little girls got here out, Louisa helped him satisfy his 

dream of starting the concord college of Philosophy, idea to be one of the first 

grownup schooling faculties inside the united states of america, in his look at in 

Orchard residence 

  Louisa’s mom Abigail may Alcott came from a prominent Boston own family. (Her 

superb aunt Dorothy Quincy married John Hancock, the state’s first governor and 

signer of the statement of Independence). similarly to dutifully assisting her husband, 

whom she cherished, she’s been called a pioneering social worker, between operating 

as a missionary to the poor in Boston and handling an employment business enterprise 

that located home servants. She’s additionally the one who gave Louisa her first 

fountain pen on her 14th birthday, encouraging her to put in writing “to obtain 

self-possession and repose.” 

  Jo March’s suitor seems to be a composite of two real men, as the writer herself 

revealed. consistent with Turnquist, she primarily based the “tender, candy” facet of 

Laurie on Alfred “Alf” Whitman, a cast member of The harmony Dramatic Union, 

and the “amusing, impish” part of Laurie on Ladislas “Laddie” Wisniewski, a Polish 

younger man she met in Switzerland at the same time as serving as a tour partner to 

Boston socialite Anna Weld on a eu holiday. Her father and sister Anna would 

additionally theorize that the individual became based totally on a own family pal 

who boarded with them, Frederick Llewellyn Hovey Willis, and on Julian Hawthorne, 

who lived next door to Orchard house. However, notwithstanding the clues, Laurie’s 

thought is also a topic anyone has an opinion on. As Alcott joked in her magazine, 

“each lad I ever knew claims the person.” Turnquist, for instance, suspects the cause 

Aloctt never married turned into due to the fact she was looking forward to someone 

like her teenage crushes Thoreau and Emerson. although she did get a wedding notion, 

she wasn’t willing to surrender her freedom and private fulfillment for anything short 
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of real love 

5_ Little women's lessons 

  some offenses can also appear unforgivable, but refusing to just accept a sincere 

apology typically results in not anything but extra struggling. while impetuous Jo 

refuses to ask obnoxious youngest sister Amy to a display, Amy vents her rage by 

means of burning the only manuscript of the book Jo has been laboring to jot down. at 

the beginning Jo withholds her forgiveness, but whilst Amy almost dies in a skating 

accident, Jo realizes that her sister is a ways greater critical to her than even her 

cherished e book. So close to losing Amy, she sees that retaining grudges is more 

likely to lead to bitter remorse than to a sense of righteousness. 

  There'll usually a person with greater than you of whom to sense green with envy. 

The March family, not like Alcott’s very own, does not stay in abject poverty, but their 

approach are surely now not lavish. With four young ladies inside the residence and 

little cash coming in, there are sure to be occasions while the sisters yearn for the 

stylish attire, eu excursions, and sumptuous parties of their wealthier acquaintances. 

but the Marches are continuously reminded that many live in deeper poverty than they 

do, and they have to be thankful for what comforts they do have. 

  Now not most effective do the sisters get common reminders of their enormously 

good fortune, in addition they locate it’s better to consciousness on helping destitute 

associates than to gaze longingly at their rich associates’ lives. within the first actual 

scene, the ladies sit across the fire complaining approximately their newly straitened 

circumstances: “‘Christmas gained’t be Christmas without any affords,’ grumbled Jo, 

mendacity on the rug. ‘It’s so dreadful to be poor!’ sighed Meg, looking down at her 

old get dressed.” but only some pages later, the ladies have rallied and resolved to 

spend their small quantities of pocket money no longer on treats for themselves, 

however on affords for their self-sacrificing mom. To pinnacle all of it off, they 

reluctantly take their own Christmas breakfast to a starving circle of relatives close by. 

even though the sacrifices are hard at first, they may be all more content than in the 

event that they have been egocentric. 

  So consciousness on what's below instead of outside beauty. At any fee, having 
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such fancy clothes and baubles may seem worth of envy, but as eldest sister Meg 

unearths whilst she’s gussied up for a celebration, it’s no longer all that she dreamed 

of. She notices that “there's a charm approximately first-class clothes which attracts a 

sure magnificence of people, and secures their recognize,” however it’s a superficial 

sort of regard. The expensively dressed women she trendy had gossiped 

approximately her and paid her no interest while she become in dowdy clothes, but 

their newfound affection can’t disguise the hypocrisy and shallowness hidden beneath 

their silk gowns. It’s clean to choose people by way of their clothes, however it’s a 

bad metric for discerning their real character. Alcott additionally throws a piece of 

snark on the vital to suffer for beauty, remarking upon Jo’s arrangements for a dance: 

“Jo’s nineteen hair-pins all seemed stuck immediately into her head, which became no 

longer precisely at ease; but, dear me, allow us to be fashionable or die.” 

  The March sisters may appear to be little prodigies at instances, but the fact is that 

none of them are especially outstanding in phrases of talent. They simply don’t permit 

their limitations get them down. Beth, the musical sister, practices her piano every 

time she will be able to. Amy, the inventive sister, is willing to put apart her vain 

obsession along with her look to spend hours enhancing her sketching. Jo, the literary 

sister, scribbles constantly. And while Meg isn’t tons of a creative she makes a 

speciality of learning to cook and keep house -- home arts which are tough in their 

personal right. The girls aren’t quitters, and that they aren’t dabblers -- they recognise 

their strengths and passions and they’re willing to commit time and effort into 

cultivating them. for that reason, Jo finally makes a tidy dwelling writing, and Amy 

will become an done artist, even though she never achieves fame along with her 

ability, and Meg runs a tidy family. That funding of their skills paid off! 

  The two eldest March girls are best 15 and sixteen at the begin of the e book, but 

both are already supporting to feed the family. After the circle of relatives fell upon 

difficult times, Jo and Meg insisted on going out to work -- Meg as a governess, and 

Jo as a associate to their wealthy aunt. while Amy later supplants Jo as Aunt March’s 

accomplice, Jo earns cash thru her writing. besides for delicate Beth, the ladies are all 

capable of work and earn their maintain, even in a time while younger women from 
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middle-class backgrounds might anticipate to do little outside the home and focus on 

finding a husband to aid them. This gives the little ladies a sense of achievement as 

well as the very sensible ability to offer for themselves and their circle of relatives -- 

without needing to wait for a person to do it for them. This capability is greater valued 

inside the twenty first century, but its significance always bears repeating 

  Even without wireless net and cable television. The March sisters lived in a time 

earlier than video games and Snapchat, but they didn’t have lots get entry to to the 

clean distractions of their time, either. with out the money to fuel a active social life, 

they largely eschew the celebration circuit. rather than attending balls and making 

calls on society associates, they live home and put on beginner plays, create play 

newspapers full of their personal writing, or paintings on their sewing, drawing, or 

track. This way their fun isn’t depending on cash or external assets -- they’ve 

cultivated the creativeness and initiative to make their own amusing. suppose how a 

lot better you’d be capable of deal with the following cable outage if you could amuse 

your self without turning at the tv or laptop! 

  However the results are really worth it. while Marmee and their maid Hannah take 

the time without work, the women are left to their own gadgets -- and that they locate 

that a cluttered residence isn’t great to live in and dinner is harder to cook dinner than 

they’d found out. The foursome makes a royal mess of their day of home tasks, 

however later on they admire greater than ever how an awful lot work Marmee and 

Hannah put into keeping the household buzzing alongside. all at once their little 

chores of dusting and tidying don’t seem so hard, and more than worth it to preserve 

their domestic smooth and inviting. Who amongst us hasn’t longed to permit the 

dish-washing slip for a day, or to let our mother and father or associate select up the 

slack even as we watch television? Little women rightfully reminds us that everybody 

is happier whilst we all make sure to do the daily chores that hold matters so as. (ok, I 

nonetheless have dishes in my sink from the day before today, however I’m working 

on it. thank you, Louisa can also Alcott!) 

  For ladies who have been   accustomed to a finer way of life the Marches do 

pretty properly at keeping their charges down. however nobody is perfect -- and after 
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they mess up, the results educate them no longer to overspend so carelessly once more. 

for instance, Amy’s need to present her schoolmates pickled limes in reimbursement 

for the ones they’ve given her results in Amy being punished in front of the complete 

magnificence. Later, Meg abruptly buys costly silk for a get dressed, and her husband 

need to surrender getting a brand new, plenty-wanted iciness coat because of the 

shortfall in their finances. Her embarrassment and regret by myself are enough to save 

you a repeat: “every week of remorse almost made Meg sick; and the invention that 

John had countermanded the order for his new fantastic-coat, reduced her to a country 

of depression which changed into pathetic to behold.” It’s less difficult than ever to 

spend wildly beyond our method, but if it’s a question of putting new clothes you 

could’t have the funds for on a credit score card and racking up debt, it’s higher to 

make do together with your old duds -- who desires to be paying off a dressmaker 

jacket a 12 months after it’s out of fashion. 

  We stay in the age, and the usa, of the individual. Little ladies must remind us that, 

if we’re fortunate enough to have loving families, we must appreciate and care for 

them. circle of relatives love is the coronary heart of the e book, whether or not it’s 

sisterly love, parental love, or marital love. The Marches don’t cavalierly stop 

friendships, disown family individuals, or play fast and loose with the hearts of 

romantic companions. Even unsightly Aunt March isn’t neglected. however whilst she 

gives to undertake a toddler to relieve the family’s economic struggles, she is gently 

refused: “we are able to’t give up our girls for a dozen fortunes. Rich or poor, we can 

maintain together and be glad in one another.” What a lovely concept. 

6_ Conclusion 

  Little women is a good example of post civil war production, it analyses the 19 

century specially the post civil war period , it deals with many subjects, first the 

author gives a big motivation in facing every kind of problem in life , second it 

reflects the social issues and women role in family and society. the most appealing 

aspect of the novel is drawing the effects of civil war 
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  During the 19 century, The United States transformed from an agricultural to an 

industrial state  and currency in progress to turn out the humankind leave round. But 

next to  industrialization and urbanization in attendance came estrangement the 

injury of the kinship for the individual, above all in big  cities and this growth was of 

run to be seen in literature, too.  

  This dissertation examines the impact of civil war on the American society and its 

consequences,the second half of this century was marked with many transformations . 

Specifically, the study illustrates the social issues that expanded in the American area , 

where new norms appeared in ther .  

  Literature had to deal with what was going on in America, so a new movement 

started. The writing of this period was  away from the Romantic, highly fictional 

imagination from the early 1800’s. 

  Throughout the three chapters, the dissertation shed light on the effects of civil war 

on America, and what wrer the main social issues consequenced . The first one gives 

an overview of the 19 century's American society citing the main events and the 

affections on all domains specially literature and much precise on women literature in 

the second half of the century.The second one gives definition to the theories and 

applies them on the novel . then the third one analyses the story throughout the plot , 

characters, themes and the main reasons behind writing Little women. 

  Realism a literary wave that took place in  the last period of  the Civil War and 

stressed the definite (reality) as contrasting to the imagined or fanciful. Aimed to give 
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rise to the advent of average days and render the legitimacy of everyday suffer as 

persons saw, heard, and felt it. 

  Fiminism, an other movement that believes in women appreciation and equality 

between men and women. During the 19th century, women were treated as second 

class citizens though they were setting out to gain admission to schools. They were 

forbidden medical and legal professions. those that were married were forced to allow 

up their rights, including the correct to property. The 19th century was also marked by 

the birth of various reform movements, just like the crusade. So, since women 

couldn't get right to divorce, they generally ran aloof from their households once they 

were beaten. Women were demanding rights to require part in several fields moreover 

as reform industry and contraception too. 

  As it was declaredeclared before in the thesis, Louisa May Alcott's Little women 

used those elements in order to present and analyse the social issues that occurred in 

the American society, which were the consequences of the civil war, women position 

struggle, and poverty were among the important social issues. Feminism,is one 

essential  themes of the novel , in deals with the struggle of women who sacrifices 

for her family , but besides she wants to be heard i her society,and appreciated. 

  The focal accountability of women in nineteenth century America was to be good 

housewives.They were considered just  to cook, clean, and be with their children. 

They were furthermore assumed to teach  their daughters how to be polite 

housewives.  Women would ordinarily distribute up, perceive married, and establish 

out off to live with their husbands.  The disposition of women in ineffectually 

Women is seen throughout the intact novel.Marmee is in payment of lessons her 

daughters everyone that they needed to be aware to be suitable for a skilled housewife.  

Marmee furthermore has to cook, clean, and be inclined to her four daughters.  every 

one beside with the chunk that Marmee drama as a naught out of the mundane female 

in the nineteenth century her daughters be a aspect to the personality of women as 

well.  By the end of novel, the complete the live daughters perceive married and 

operate to live with their husbands right housewives in their new homes. 

  Realism, an other aspect in which Alcott present the poverty issue  Throughout 
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Little Women, the notion that poverty is worthwhile (and that stuff wealth, on the other 

hand, frequently leads to honorable decay) is returned to all over again and again. 

However,  mostly clear is financial poverty, not there funds and objects goods. fiscal 

poverty comes in lots of strains, and the novel reminds us that even  families that 

give the impression to arrange identical petty strength to change for the better off than 

folks who are strictly indigent. new somber than economic poverty, however, is 

spiritual poverty. Wealthy families and folks now and then be deficient in the for the 

most essential things in life _ love, happiness, family togetherness, and morality. In 

the end, spiritual and pertinent wealth are brought laid back in a sort of customs to 

build the happiest achievable situations. 

  Louisa may Alcott , throughout her novel , analysed and gave lessons, not only to 

show the bad side of civil war effects but also to show how can families be much 

related even without money , because the wealth doesn't mean money, also she 

presented how can women improve herself and be appreciated in the society. 
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